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PREFACE

This study does not attempt to examine all the aspects 

In Wiich these novellsts are comppaaale. The ratin purpose 

here is to elicit those tendencies found in loth ncweHsts 

Which seem to le of 'major importance in the development of 

TOcolern fiction. Both noveHsts present separately a view 

that is loth highly individual and at the same time 

representative of many of the main preoccupations of 

contemporary fiction. in isolation their themes will le 

seen to present a different approach and often a different 

conclusion, to similar prollems. To some extent howeevr, 

each, separately, pursuing Us thought to its logical 

conclusion, reaches a certain imppsse. To^eUier, their 

connrasting and sometimes comppemenary views connsitute 

some criticim of contemporary preoccupations and, in addition 

point the way towards some possille direction and constructive 

development in a novel form W^hich in loth thought and struct

ure is tending to lecome increasingly self-limiting. Tn 

Gooding’s case particularly it seems of especial value in 

realising the imppvtatcl of his themes to consider his novels 

as part of a much wider /European lackground rather than of a 

specifically Unggish one. Connseuuntly this study will not 

attempt to le a comprehensive assessment of the work of 

either nowHot, lut rather to empphsise their affinities,



considered in terms of, first, the form itself of the 

modern novel, and secondly two of its most central themes.

I would like to thank ”rs. Murphy for her kind 

and generous help in the preparation of tl iIs study.
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I

THEORIES OF FORM ATTD STRUCTURE

The affinities between Golding and Camus are being 

increasingly recognised, particularly as far as the form of 

the novels is concerned. The similaalties in the development 

of the two noeeists are remarked in a comppaaaively early 
study,1 while the most recent discussion of Gooding's novels 

speaks of his work as belonging: "with the immpotant syPboic 

novels of our century - with Camis’s and Kaffki's.Tivo 

imppotant points are linked here. First, both noveeists are 

seen as part of a speelfically . European development. Secondly, 

this development is closely connected with the question of 

literary form.

initially it seems imppotant to stress something of 

the new exploratory nature of this form and its far-reaching 

im^pica’ti^ons regarding mdiern fiction. in his essay, 

The Future of the Henry Ja^es says:

The more we consider it the more we feel that the 
prose picture can never be at the end o^ its tether 
mtil it loses the sense of Wiat it can do. It can do 
simply everything.... its plasticity, its elasticity 
are infinite; there is no colour, no extension it may

11. I alters, "Two FatbiHsts: Golding and Cams”, 
The Meebourne Critical. Revue. iV (19&L), pp. 18-29.

?S. Hjyies, lllian Gooding", Columbia_ .’assays on
Moodrn Writers (New York and London: Columbia Uunivesity 
Press, l^'Nj",’ ’_ p. 6.
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not take from the nature of its subject or the temper of 
its craftsman ....3

There are many judges, doubles?, Who hold that 
experiments - queer and uncanny things at best - are 
not necessary to it, that its face has teen once for 
all, turned in one way, and that it has oriLy to go 
straight before it. if that is Wiat it is actually 
doling. • • the main thing to say about its future wcoild 
appear to be that this future will in very truth more 
and more define itself as negligible ....'r

The form of a novel that is stupid on the general 
question of its freedom is the single form that may, a 
priori, be unheeltatingly pronounced wrong.

The most interesting thing today therefore...is the 
degree in which we may count on seeing a sense of that 
freedom cultivated and bearing fruit.'

This constitutes an accurate forecast of the subsequent

development; what is especially significant is that it should 

be a noelist as strict in all questions of form as James 

who should so strongly advocate the overwhelming values of 

freedom and experiment. Yet his point is that the strictest 

discipline is a necessary corollary of this indispensable 

freedom.

This is, theoretically, the pattern that has emerged

from Proust in 1913 to Rob^eC-rillet in 1959; a constant

3h* Janes, The ftrture of the Nove. ed. Leon Edel 
(New York: Knopf, 1955, p. 35.

^ibid.. p. 37.

5lbid.. p. 3P.
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succession of experiments out of Wiich some permanent forms 

have evolved* but which in every case has entailed some basic 

change in the structure itself of the novel. Roobb-Grillet 

takes the question to its ultimate limit When he says "Art 

has always been form and I would willingly assert that in my 

eyes* the content of a work of art is precisely its form. 

His four no/eejs, Lua Le Voyeur* Ja, Jalousie and cns

le .I-abyrinth are a practical illustration of his theory. 

Very similar is Homes’ phrase* noting a similar phenomenon 

in Golding's witing: "... the form itself ... carries 

meering apart from the manings implied by character or those 
stated more or less didactically by the author’’? MihMer 

entirely successful or not in practice* it can be seen that 

there is some attempt towards a mich greater fusion between 

form and content. The discipline this involves seems one of 

the more hopeful and salutory aspects of modern fiction.

The w>rks of Golding and Camus seem particularly 

representative some of the best results and at the sa^me

time deTnoontrate some the problems of these tendencies. 

They are especially int-r-ttine* too* in that although their 

^Alain Roobe-Grilllt* as quoted by B. F. Sto^ztus*
Alate Rabbe-Grlllet and the "eat French . "yel (Carbondale 
Smithern Illinois rrlveeslty Press* 199W* p. *7»

Hyws* Millam Gc°ding* p.



alas and expressed theories are remarkably similar, their 

interpretation of them in their novels is often very different* 

A comperis^ of their respective theories and a closer 

examination of their treatment of some of the major technical 

forms exemPlfied in their works seems the best approach.

in a manner charactcelstic of their period, both 

stress this necessity for experiment. Camis says: "I used 

very different types of aesthetics and styles in my successive 

books. As an artist i feel cruelly limited by my gifts and 

faults, but i have never felt limited by aesthetics of any 

kind ..."* Hyies quotes a very similar statement of Golding's 

in Which he explains the succession o^ fresh dopjartures in 

the form o^ each o^ his novels: "It seems to me that there's 

really very little point in writing a novel unless you do 

southing that either you suspected you couldn't do or Which 

you are pretty certain that nobody else has tried before. 

Or again, Golding speaks of the need "for the novel which 

tries to look at life anew, in a word, for intransigence."^0 

While the advantages o^ this attiuude are obvious, it might

e
uAAltert Cams, as quoted by G. Brce, Carns,. . A CpHect- 

ion of Critical r:ssavs. ed. G. Brce (Englewood Cllffs, KJ 
Prentice-Hdl, 1962), p. 9»

9As quoted by S. Hmes, ' 'Vllat. p. 23.

lOQn . The . Crest . of the . .'.jaYE. as quoted by S. Hmes, 
■illiam Golding, o. U6.
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be noticed that the statements of both novelists contain its 

perhaps inescapable, but basic, problem: a compulsive need 

for originality in itself. ’ hat both have to say is 

invariably said strikingly, but never simply. Conseeueetly 

there isa certain fragmentation in their work. The form 

shows an ultimate lack of continuity or traditional 

establishment. it is symptommaic that both tend to avoid 

the term ,tnvl.,, Cams favouring the ’react’, Gooding the 

'fable*  or 'myth*.  These te^rms are no more satisfactory, 

but imply perhaps the difficulty they both appear to feel 

when confronted Wth the necessity of achieving some 

compromise with the tradition of the novel. They insist 

that their work be accepted uncn!mponisengly on their own 

teams. Neleltheless both Golding and Camis are somewhat 

exceptional in that they have attempted to establish a 

traditional basis of their own for the experimenal forms 

that they develop.

it is a reversion to a specifically CCassical approach 

to form that fulfills James's ideas of an established 

discipline within its own freedom. it gives a certain 

idealism to both tnvllsts* whole conception of the problem 

of form although both develop quite different aspects of the 

tradition. in Gooding's case particularly the exitent of this 

influence seems to have been unobserved. The iiilicatiots 

one of his statements is espe^aUy 3ignificanti "For 

fifteen years after the war i read nothing but classical
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Greek • * • because this Is Wiere the meat ls”^1 Tils Is 

w>rth considering in relation to the most formal expression 

of his theories concerning the noreHst in which he speaks 

of ''the basic human condition whore his true business lies* 

If he has a serious, or Aeschylean preoccupation WLth human 

tragedy, that is to say that he is committed to looking for 

the root of the disease *.."^^ He mikes a similar point in 

the statement of his desire to look at man "sub specie 
aeteimltatls"1^ Goodlng, in comparison Wth Camis, is 

relatively inarticulate and sparing as regards any comltted 

statements outside his nods, so that the obvious bias to

wards a classical influence in these statements Is the more 

strikiig* In practice it appears to consist in three things: 

GGlding's insistence on the irrelevance of Hl but the most 

central issues, his use of drama and his personal adaptation 

of some classical coInreniloni•

GGOding's novels are differentiated from contemporary 

fiction by his simpllficatlon. It is a qu?aity that enables 

him to dispense Wth side issues, a singlemindldnesi and

^As quoted by M. Green, "Dstaste for the Conte!Dplla^y" , 
iteMon. CXC (Nay 21 19&C, p. ^52.

1?«Ihe Wiiter in his Agg”, London Ma.aaln.e* IV, No* 5 
(May 1957), p.

KlMd* * p. ^5.
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concentration of purpose that obviates In most cases the 

confusion that obscures the Issue lnTfor Instance,Iris 

Murdoch’s novels# Golding’s novels are remarkably free from 

the convenient, basically dishonest ambiguity that has 

become a virtue of modern fiction# In all five novels the 

Issue between good and evil Is clear enough and also the 

fact that this Is what the book is about. The Spire is a 

particularly good example where Jocelin’s ruthless concentrat

ion is itself the whole form of the novel. Similarly it is 

seen In the deliberate narrowing and concentration of 

experience and action to one single centre: in Lord of the 

riles to the Issue between Simon and the beast, In 

"IrrrtEE fart In» to the black lightening, Tree Fall, to the 
cell. In The Inheritors, in terms of for?!, It is seen 

somewhat differently, but possibly even more effectively In 

the unfavourable comparison of diffusion and complexity with 

a selective and basic simplicity. Here is perhaps the nearest 

approach to the fusion of term and meaning which Hynes refers 
to,11* and it is necessary to emphasise it as the most 

essential aspect of the form of the ravels before dealing 

with the more external structural ones.

Linked with this first point Is Golding’s use of

1+,’Goldlng so patterns his narrative actions as to 
make them the Images of ideas, the Jnaginatlve forms of 
generalisations.” S. Hynes, '111lam Golding# p# •
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drama. His speaking of an ’’Aeschylean preoccupation with 
toman tragedyn1^ tos Already been noted, and thte is 

consistent w.th the scale and scope of his dramaic technique. 

This is one of the most striking features o^ Gooding’s 

novels. As a natural consequence of his rigid concennration 

on fundamental issues, there is not the incongruity in the 

classical ^marison that m.ght be expected. His scenes 

stand out almost formally as in classical tragedy. He is 

not afraid, as so many o^ his contemporaiets, o^ a heightened 

intensity, a quite deliberate over-colouring, again 

classical. There are innumrable exam^pes: Simon’s death 

in Lord .of .the Files: the trial scenes on the rock in 

Fincher . Matin or the death o^ Panngal’s wife in The So pre. 

Were the tendency in moiern fiction is for any 

drama to be reduced either to a certain intellectual abstract

ion as in Thomas Hinde’s __ _ .Nicholas or else to the comedy 

of Hemry Green’s Fothinr or Murel Spark’s Mfomnto Mori ? 

GGodlng’s in many ways histrionic approach is in commpete 

connrast to their constant understatement. In every case 

Golding places the scene on the largest possible scale by 

using an elemental background, outside any human scope, again 

a recognisable classical simiai'lty, as in Sammy Mountlo^’s 

struggle with the darkness in Free Fan. Jocelyn’s with the 

1 ^Wiliam Gooding. ’’The Writer in his Age", London
■ Magnlne. IV, Ho. 5 (May 1957)» P*
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stom in The Snnrc. or Pincher Matin's with the sea where 

too, Gooding gives a particularly clear illustration of the 

scale he intends, waking delillrstl use of allusion and 

association when he Quotes Lear’s speech:

"kage, roar, spout I
Let me have wind, go^jjs of llwd
Storms and tornadoes • •• ”16

As in classical drama GGoding's most intense scenes centre 

round lasic and in a sense simple facts, lirth, life, death 

and the elemens. In these cases Golding will simppify into 

lroad gennlrSlssttvts wiere most of his contemprorsles will 

tend to dissipate their point into mlmite psychological 

amblguities, so that the final effect is static and attract. 

One of the most tvttclslll things alout GGoding’s drama ic 

teihnture Is its force and violence, its continual m foremen. 

In the last scene of Pincher Marin's supposed death, it can 

le seen that every verl and adjective is one of action, that 

the elements are intensified to the point of r®^sonnfiisttvt, 

that the form of the sentences themselves is stmbrlflld.17 

Poss illy the only other contemporary noveist who attempts 

similar drawmaic effects is Iris Mudoch in novels such as 

A Severed Mad or The uncorn. The effects in these two

^Wiliamm GG0dlte, Plncher Paatiin (^guln Bo©!^ 
19&), Chhater 13, P» 1^1.

^Pinch^r artis. pp*  1F1-1F1-*
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novels never become anything but self-conscious and bizarre*  

They rely on their Incongruity to gain any impact they do 

have. Golding never gives the same impression of lccelSt,iilty. 

Aspite the real formlity of his treatment, his original 

design, classical in its outline, Is far more adaptable so 

that his dramatic expression follws as part of an Integrated 

expression of his theme and is not a dissociated use of 

ambiguous symbolis.

GGodlng’s adaptation of some of the more external 

conventions of classical drama might be briefly noted here*  

First there is his tendency to economise wth characters and 

situation. Jven allowing for the elpelflclal variation o^ 

Lord . of the ^lles. Golding never divides the action between 

more than four protagonists. Th is preference for a formalised 

arrangement, much like Cams's in this resect, Is seen part

icularly clearly for instance in the four-cornered arrange

ment of the characters in ?he . Sire, and in differing degrees 

in the other nowls. He preserves, too, a certain unity of 

place in the deliberate Isolation of his action: the island 

it Lord o^ the Files, the rock in Pincher Fartin. or the 

cathedral In The Spcre. In this way he raintaiss a disciplined 

and stable centre to offset his experiments with time and 

memory and to provide a settled point o^ reference against 

which to ooafeurl them. Gooding's use of the classical device 

of the chorus in the scisi of Simon's death is apparent. Its 

developed and moiTied use In Fischer. ?Iartls atd '?ree Fall
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is evidence of the inherent of these

conventions. Here the chorus becomes another side of the 

hen's consciousness. it cle’nmnts on his behaviour and 

situation. its presence is indicated, too, by a frequent 

use of repetition in different contexts as the lobster's 

claws or the sea boots in Fincher Marin; by the cHmaCer's 

dialogues with themselves, and too, by the way in wiich, in 

these two novels particularly, the whole structure is a 

series of commentaries against that o^ the hen, w.hther in 

actual fact, as in Fincher Martln or by impllcation, as in 

Free PCL in The iMre Gooding's use of the device is 

similar to that in Lord of the . Flies. in the scene in which 

Jocelin is interrogated to the rccoeplrtl^ent of the deelis* 

hnUnc, or again the ‘army’ of builders tontSltttcs another 

kind o^ chorus; they are both a clmmotary and an alternative 

set of values, a dramaHc, but controlled expression of the 

violence inherent in the whole situation. in every case, 

as is seen particularly clearly in this illustraton of his 

use the chorus, in GGhilng's development these classical 

conventions have invariably become both active and concrete.

Here is the most basic difference from Camus whose 

novels have more obviously retained a more com7eetional 

classical for^ malty and abstraction. He has taken an oppollto 

line o^ development from Ggo<1 Ing's. This classical influence 

does represent for him, as for GGodfng, a certain idealism
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which he expresses at seme length in his essay, 'Hinn's Exile, 

and In The - Faai. where the sterility and hopelessness of the 

Ziyder Zee is contrasted with the idealised clarity of
Greece:

. •.'rlth its flat shores, lost in the fog, theres no saying 
wwre it begins or ends. So we are steaming along with
out any landmark; we can’t gauge our speed ...

in the Greek archipelago i had the contrary feeling ... 
No confusion possible in the sharp light everything was 
a landmark*.., 1^

it is noticeable that it is the sense order and precision 

wiich Cams adm-res and which becomes the nature of his ideal. 

This is seen similarly in Helen *.s  Exile where he expresses 

what becomes his central philosophy, the Greek "middle way" 

or as he puts it there the value of limits:

Greek thought always took refuge behind the conception of 
limits. it never carried anything to extremes ... it 
took everything into consideration, balancing shadow with 
light ... tour Europe, on the other hand, is the child of 
disproportion .....9

Whle Golding has developed his central classical

idea of form towards action and expansion, famus has turned 

towards restraint. This restraint is used as a technical

•^Albert Cams, The raLl. t ran si. Justin O’lrien, 
(New York: Random Hcoige, Knopf, 195*6)» p. 97.

^Albert fams, "Helen's £xlle", in The .fyth of 
Sisyphus anl' other .soys. *ran?l. Justin O'Brien (New York: 
Random House, ’<nopf, 19 9^), P • 13^-•
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device of form in both The Otsider and The Plague, in a 

deliberate use of controlled understatement, an altogether 

more rigid approach than Gooding's. Camus has made numerous 

statements about the form of the novel ail echoing this same 

ideal, saying, for instance "the norcl has its logic, its 

reasonings, its intuition and its postdates. It also has 
its requirements of clarity,"20 or again he speaks of "this 

desire for unity, this longing to solve, this need for clarity 
and cohesion"^ Camis's execution of these principles is 

obvious in the novels; the meeiculous, economical construct

ion o^ The . tau.sider or of The Fall, the careful contrasts 

and parlllellms of -he Flame. Wile insisting far more 

than Golding on these formal aspects of classicism, 

theoretically for Camus they are only means towards two ends. 

The first is an idealim commaaable to that which Golding 

struggles to express throughout his novels: "the affixation 

of a limit, a dignity, md a beauty common to Hl men".??

In the second he sees this control as imposing order on an 

external amorphous and confused mass. - Furthermore, some-

££Lo^:22Albert Caws, _he Rebel, trmsl. AntMny R<orer,
(Yew Yorki Random House, Knopf, 19%), p. 251.

-n"Philosophy and Fiction", In The Mvtb of Slsyehus 
md ■ Qtifrhx _jstays. p. 7*. 2, ,P

oo Absurd. Ftr-edcm ,
' xhe Rebel, p. 251•

23"j believe in the necessity of a rule and an order".
"The Artist and ’’is Tine", The My.h of _,sisynhue and Other 
Eaeavs. p, 11*!*
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Wiat paradrcically this aspiration towards order is, for 

Cams a kind of rebellion* Looically then, Camis's 

conception of form is as active a one as Gooding's* His 

principles are for the moot part equally logically and to a 

great extent sucrcsslfilly applied in The Pall and The 

Ottider* in his depiction Clarence's mousing tension

from his deliberately circumscribed life and of Hutsautl's 

own attempt to order life according to certain siffippifyini 

and coherent principles* Of the latter Adele King's comment 

is justified when she says "The foam and style of the novel 

show the artist's protest against the existing woold* The 

greater classicssm and connrol, the more effective this process 

Wil be.’“^ Howeevr, for the most part this 'activity' of 

form remains largely intellectual* Gaetan Picon's statement 

is representative of the criticssrn that such a theory as 

Camis's inevitably attracts when he speaks of the nowes' 

"austerity, haughty abstraction, willful reduction to bare 
essennials* "^5

These qutaities are the outcome of the forma aspects 

of classicism carried to their limit* it seems true that 

Camus has been largely uncompromising in his application

^Adele King* Camus (Edinburgh and Endons Ollver 
and Boyd, 1<9M, p* ^3.

?GGaetcn Picon, "Exile.. and the KinEdom"* 'J ami si
A Coolection of Gcrtica! .Essays, cd* G* Bree (Pnglwood Cliffs, 
N.J*: Prentice-Hal, 1962), p* 153*
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his principles, so that this is, partially, the impression 

left by the novels*  In one sense, as Adele King shows, 

Camis’s use of classical form is highly successful*  In 

another, the overwhelming value he sets on order, on 

lucidity and clarity, seems to have set more limits than he 

perhaps *ntended*  There Is often a sense o^ lontSrlltlon 

In the novls, an argument that is supremely lucid and logical 

which lacks conviction because of a certain Intellectualisation 

of character. In much the same way as Gooding’s nowls, 

Camis’s show a classical economy of character and place, yet 

where Good Ing’s use o^ a similar principle leads to a 

constant sense of expansion, Cams’s closes Inwards on Itself*  

For Camus the form Is In the end only a lucid vehicle 

for an ultimately abstract argument. Golding seems to have 

an equally developed sense o^ order, but a far more creative 

one. The two authors have again made somewhat simiar 

statemenns. Cams, in his essay, Rebbeiion . and . the Novel 

asks: "^^Thajin fact,is a novel but a universe In which action 
is endwed with form?"26 Golding says: "In aU my books I 

have suggested a shape In the "^7 Hooreve^, the

slight difference of eppaerln Is significant. For Camus the 

form is southing imposed fro*  outside, in the end, artificial, 

^"Rehbeiion and the Hooel", The . Rebel. p. 26?*  

^Quoted by S. Hyes, Wil 11 an Gooding* n. 5.
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lut for Gooding it is the expression of a telief in the 

ultimate point and meaning of life. As will le seen In the 

later discussion of some of the two novelst's common themes, 

Gooding gives life a purposefulness to w^ich Camus remains 

uncom^mit^^d, lut the point is euually valid as regards the 
form.

Throughout his novels Golding is preoccupied with this 

U^^^jsti^^n of shape or 'pattern*.  In Fincher 'mrtin there are 

statements such ass "It was som^ething alout a pattern that 
was em^e^i^jLng. "n| understaM the ^atern".^ or in The 

Srn.r<e. "There's a pattern in it ... Theres a pattern and its 
not compete. 3C The characters in GGoding’s other novels 

struggle constantly to understand and fulfil— this sense of 

pattern. in Free TaLl there are Sammy's words at the leginning: 

"my instant effort to fit that uninformed guess into a 

pattern. But then I remember that all patterns have lroken 
one after another.”-! The wioIi novel is an attempt to fit 

together, coherently, the different pieces of his life into

op
-Pincher HarUn. chapt. ?, p. 157.

-Illd.. chapt. 13, p. 1F0.
-WilMam GGoding, The Scirc. (London: Faler and 

Falter, 196U), chapt. 10, p. 1F7.
-Wiliaarn GGoding, Fyn Fall, (London: Faber and 

Falter, 19<62), chapt. 1, p.
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some kind of meaning*  The scenes end events are disposed in 

a deliberate, if unchronologlcal, order, but their relation

ship not solved until the end. It is this sense of relation

ship with which Golding is particularly concerned. He believes 

that it is only as a result of this that any order ensues*  

A similar struggle is seen in The Inheritors where Golding is 

obviously preoccupied with the mechanics of the whole process*  

He says of Loki ”Fe wished he could ask Mai what it was that 

joined a picture to a picture so that the last of many came 

out of the first. There is the same principle of connect

ion and order behind all these Instances expressed most 

fully, however, In Free Fall where he speaks of an Innate 

’’order of things and that the order depended on pillars,"33 

and finally, ’’Everything is related to everything else and 

all relationship is either discord or harmony. The power 

of gravity, dimension and space, the movement of the earth 
and sun.^1* It is a shape or pattern on this scale that 

Camus refuses to admit in his novels, so that there is no

3^11118*  Golding, The Inheritors. (London: Faber and 
Faber, 19^3)» chapt. 59 p. 9%

33pree Pall, chapt. 10, p. 1F7. Golding’s expansion 
of this idea into a sustained metaphor in The Snlre might be 
noticed*

^Ibid*.  chapt. 10, p*  1P7.
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wider or alternate dimension as in GGoding's. This form 

becomes claustrophobic. FIs sense o^ nrdi^r is externally 

imposed and largely formulaic whereas GGoding's comes from 

an attempted reference to some wider scheme, from the 

maate,ial itself. Mooedrer, it is the essence of any pattern 

that it shrnuld involve, as Gilding says in the passage just 

quoted from Free Fan, an ultimate harmony and resolution. 
it is notable tihat folding's no^ell0iSnarlably a sense of 

climax which connsitutes, in terms of form, a resolution that 

is more natural, integral and spontaneous than anything Camus 

achieves. While admiiting that this final resolute ion in 

Fincher 1 '-Latina is in some ways incoherent and meeodrarmaic, 

sentimental and emHonal in Free Fall and The .-.dCto. yet 

Golding has so shaped his novels that the incongruity and 

discrepancy that are there become sooeWhit irrelevant. in 

Camis's novels the form is so external and consequently 

obtrusive that flaws such as Golding makes would be disastrous. 

in every technical and logical sense use of form is

impeccable but self-limiting. GGoding's ltterpreiatiot of 

very similar principles is ultimately far more ambbtious 

and cnsequurniy in a technical sense less successful.

if in both cases their general approach to form has 

its basis in firmly established and tradltlcmal principles 

however differently interpreted, it will be useful to 

consider in more specific detail some of the experiments 

in form which both t^werists have developed, Js regards 
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thlsl,bbte are fairly representative of their period but are 

the more profitably discussed in that they come raidway between 

the extreme of the first revolutionary experiments and what 

appears to be the outcome of these when carried to their 

logical conclusion. Carmis’s novels for instance do not 

suffer from the gross bver-laphhsis and bVVl-simalLficrtibn 

of Sartre's La "ausee whle still profiting from some of the 

techniques it introduced, nor yet from the comalelitils o^ 

the new French novel. Cobnequl!eSly both novvUsts have some

what more stability and integration in their use o^ these new 

narrative devices whose merits and problems are the more 

fairly seen. Their most chaaac!Celistic aspect is their new 

synthesis of the different narrative lllmanSs, plot, situat

ion, mmeaphor and sequence o^ events. This inevitably 

involves the development of a new perspective on the part of 

both the author and the reader. in the first place this 

concerns the question of narrative sequence and arrangement.

By the narrative standards which Forster protested 
against so strongly but seemed to find no way out of,35 the 

technique of Gooding and Camus seems above all, fragmentary. 

The Plame. which is the nearest approach to a traditional 

narrative, yet makes use of the juxtaposition o^ certain

35e. m. Forster. AApects of the howl. (Penguin Books, 
1963).

’’The story can be defined, a narrative of events arranged 
in their time sequence’’^. 35y
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significant events, as does Golding*8  Last novel, The 

In GGoding' s case this technique is highly dlvllopei in a 

tore complex way, lilecCally in Fincher and

Free Fan* It becomes far more than a simple device of

It giees an entirely new type of depth, a new 

approach to, and p^slective of, space and time, to the novel*  

Both G<oreliits, approach 13 through what might be called a 

rltroilletivl technique, obviously not new in itself, after 

Prn9t, but an interesting dlvllolment o^ the method*  The 

tenth chapter of Fincher Maarin is a particularly clear 

example of this, the different and eonnrritlnl episodes 

of his past superimposed, arranged more in the order o^ his 

present consciousness*  The same technique is follcMed through
out the morel, and it is this use o^ memory that forms the 

main structure o^ Free Fall and much The Spore* Camus 

has the same basic device in The Ouslder and The Ml, and 

a perhaps more tlttatlvl use in The Plague in the reminiscences 

of Tarrou and Grand*  The one thing they both haee in common 

is that they stress the reality of the past wthin the 

immedacy of the present*  The two are so closely superimposed 

that the old limited dielsim of consciousness becomes 

irrlllvatt*

This technique alltws for a far more truthful 

representim o^ time*  Forster realised the problem when he 

said: "There seems something else In life besides time, 

which may cortreltently be called 'lalu^. Somelhitg massured
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not by minutes or hours but by intensity, so that when we 

look at our past it does not stretch back evenly, but piles 
up in a few notable pinnacles. "35' This is remarkably ^arall1 * 

to Gooding's theory in the words he gives to Sammy in Free 

mi:

^ibld.. p. 36.

37f?m mi, ctopt. 1 p. 6.

35in particular Laurence DsissII's experimental theory 
might be noticed here: ""odern literature offers us no unities, 
so I have turned to science and am trying to compete a four- 
decker novel whose form is based on the relativity proportion.

Three sides of space and one o^ time conssitute the 
soup-mix recipe o^ a continuum." Ouoted in Jaws Gindin, 
Postwar3rrtish Fiction, Berkeley and Los Armeies: Uunivesity 
or Cfaifarnia_Press, lyo?). p. 216.

Buch closer to GGoding's method however is Hain 
Robb-Grillet's one of 'sp^’c^lar time* described as "a circular 
sense of time which somehow cancels itself out after having 
led Its men and its objects along an itinerary at the end of 
wrch they find themselves almost t^.._» as when they 
started. Everything happens as if the whole story were 
reflected in a miroo." Roland Bathes, ’’OOJective Literature: 
llain £01^10^11^", in introductory Essays, Two Novels by 
R0bel-CSiii5i• transl. Richard Howard, (Few York: Grove Press,

'’Tor time is not to be laid out endlessly like a 
ton of bricks. That straight line from the first hiccup 
to the last gasp is a dead thing. Time is two 
mcoiess. The one is an effortless perception native to 
us as water to the maakeirl. The other is a mernmoy, 
a sense of shiffli, fold and coil, of that day nearer 
than that because more iipairant, o^ that event 
mirroring this, or those three set apart, exceptional 
and out of the straight line altogether."37

This is an important passage not only as regards GGoding’s 

own technique but as a particularly lucid expression of the 
approach of contemporary ficticn towards this quussion.3#
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Goldins divides time into perception and memory, emphasising 

not their "pastness" or "presentness", but their 

contemporaneity. The execution of this theory is probably 

most thoroughly seen in Fincher Martins "He examined the 

thoughts of days. They were a recession like repeated rooms 

in mirrors hung face to face."39 Again particularly notice

able is the emphasis on a retrospective angle which is yet 

reflected back upon itself, ^he -Inheritors is interesting, 

too, as regards Golding’s treatment of this. He achieves 

virtually a double dimension. From one point of view he is 

speaking in terms of a narrative present; the action is 

described in the present from the point of view of the 

people. From the reader’s consciousness he is speaking 

of the past from the point of view of the present. Camus 

employs a technique more similar to that of Fincher /artin 

in the second part of The Outsider: at 'ieursault’s trial, 

his past events are considered not only in the light of the 

present but as part of it.

It is this that constitutes the second aspect of this 

new technique: a concentration, in these terms, on the 

present. The advantages of increased intensity and 

immediacy of Impact are obvious. In addition, however, it

39Pincher /'art-in. chapt. 9> P- 125. 
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means that the reader Is Inevltally implicated in the action 

to a far greater degree than previously. By this retrospective 

techniuue it is possillo to give the illusion that 'the 

present m^rmnt' as conceived within the novel coincides w.th 

'the present Roomet* as it is conceived ly the reader. 

Stoltzfus, although speaking of the later development of 

this phenomenon in the new French novel and of RoVllnGGlllet 

In particular, has a useful description euiu^a-ly appli^He 

to the effect o^ GGodinj's and Camus's techn^um:

’’FLashlacks ... have the same function and are descaled 
in the same way that a flahlack occurs on the screen: 
it is sun in the present and the viewer or reader 
reacts to the film ~ on the screen or to the 'inner film' 
o^ the prvtsgooniS's memory (when it is leing descrtlld) 
as though it were happening, now rather than in the past 
or in an future.”—

He goes on to point out that this techntuul retires:

" ... unprecedented reader participation Iicsusi the 
dislocation of narrative munnd in time-space (memory 
? resent reality, future fantasy or projected reality) 
n terms o^ a cvnti"rvrs present is not always easy to 

folltw or anticipate. The reader must ivntrtlutl actively 
to the llalvrstilvt and ’mtam)vphovis of thought and 
lbbOivt•"l♦,l

This pwttitpstivt the reader is one of the major and

far-reaching developments of moleim fiction. It is singuLarly 

Imppotant In that It reconsiders and attacks wlut Is In a way 

the very lasis of fiction, the whole prollem o^ cvmmuiccaivt 

letween the author and the reader.

F. Stoltzfus, Asin Rooll-Crillet and the Kew 
French Novi, p. 13*

‘hlid.. p. 13.
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In the nineteenth century tradition it was possible 

for the reader to maintain a somewhat superior detachment. 

This new deliberate Involvement lays on him,however?a new 

responsibblity of interpretation. Furthermore,thls 

responssbility is no longer hoppffilly left to the readers*  

identification W.th the hero. it is speeifically and 

unmistakeably pointed out. it will be valuable here to 

quote the Whole o^ a long, but singilarly approppiate and 

significant passage at the baginning of Free Faai. Golding 

is discussing initially both his projected attempt to reveal 

some of the essennial reality of his character during the 

novel and the technical difficulties of this attempt:

”It is the unnameeaie, unfathomable and invisible 
darkness that sits at the centre of him, always awake, 
always different from Wiat you believe it to be, always 
thinking and feeling wiat you can never know it thinks 
and feels, that hopes hoppeessly to understand and to be 
understood. frur loneliness is the loneliness not of the 
cell or of the castaway; it is the loneliness of that 
dark thing that sees as at the atom furnace by reflection, 
feels by remote control and hears only words phoned to 
it in a foreign tongue. To com’-TOnliate is our passion 
and our despair. 
With whom then?
You?
My darkness reaches out and fumbles at a typewriter 
with its tongs. Your darkness reaches out with your 
tongs and grasps a book. There are twenty modes of 
change, filter and translation between us. Wat an 
extravagant coincidence it would be if the exact quaaity, 
the translucent swwetness of her cheek, the very living 
cuive of bone between the eyebrow and hair should 
survive the passage! How can you share the quiaity of 
my terror in the blacked-out cell ween i can oiJLy 
remember it and not re-create it for myseef? No.
Not w.th you. Or only with you, in part.
For you wire not there.
And who are you anyway? Are you on the inside, have 
you a proof-copy? Am i a job to do? Do i exi^^i^c^e^j^'te 
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you by translating incoherence into incoherence? Perhaps 
you found this book on a stall fifty years hence witch 
is another now ...

There is this hope. i may clmuntccte in part ... 
As for clmwnlccriln, to understand all, they say, is to 
pardon all*  Yet who but the injured can forgive an 
injujy? And how if the lines at that particular exchange 
are dead?* ’1**

Gg^ Ing's diffusrnrss here is maybe unfortunate but he is 

attempting, in the use of silrntlfli imagery, to force the 

reader into an awareness of some new kind of contemporary 

cl!mmttccailn althcuigh not artistically successful. His 

preoccupation with the wiole problem is not itself new, but 

what is important is his concern with the character's and 

incidentally, the author's nrlrtloc£hip with the reader. 

There is an acute awireness of the nroblems involved, and, 

a more or less new phenomenon, a realisation that if the 

reader is to be drawn into an active part in the nl^e^r, the 

author have a clm concern for and ltnderstMdlng of,

the reader's point o^ view. His implication is almost agrrss- 

Ivo, omplarlsed stylistically almost visually: ’’With whom then?

it is noticeable, too, that the reader's rrslontlbllity 

is already assumed right at the beginning of the novel since 

his judgement is invited at the ond of the passage.

Tho obvious parallel that Gooding's sentence "As for

Pall, chapt. 1» p. P-9.
U3ibid.. p. ’3.
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ii h-U comm! nanon, to understand all they say is to pardon all, 

has w.th Camn’s The Fall will be discussed later, but it is 

interest Ing to notice that Camus too in this novel particularly 

deals with the whole problem. Golding in Free Fall has 

appeared to consider his initial explanatory statement of 

the problems sufficient and for the rest o^ the novel assumes 

that the reader has been satisfactorily involved. Whle it 

reverts to more traditional narrative, the whole structure 

and maning of Cann's The F-mi depends on the involvement 

the reader, in the thinly disguised figure of the lawyer, 

in the entire action. The treatment is altogether more 

complex and integrated than Gooding's and from the readers’ 

point of view, far more ruthless. F© is threatened, "1’11 

agree with you, despite your polite silence, that the 

adventure is not very pretty. But just think of your life,

mon cher cbmast^iotlL Search your ’memory and perhaps you

will find some similar story that yn'll tHl me later on. 
or: "... having judged you at your face varul."S>aole times 

he is flattered, satirised and insulted, "Yes, you are a 

difficult client- i saw that at once. But you’ll come to it 

inevitably ... With the intelligent ones it takes time. it

^TM.. p. 13.

mi, p. 65. 

. p. 123.
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is enough to explain the method fully to them*  They don't 

forget it, they reflect* Sooner or later • *•  they giee up 

and tell all*  You are not only intelligent, you look polished 

by use*  Admmi, however, that today you feel less pleased 
with yourself than you felt fiee days ago. ”^7 Finally the 
,you* 'vro'^® and the reader's imiUcation is commute*

His participation is forced and his defences irrl^vlcrbly 

broken down*  This direct attack on the wioIi position of 

the reader could be said to be manly responsible for many 

of the itiiviiual technical experiments in trrrrtivl that 

both witm haee d^^<eloped*  Both haee exploited the frewoom 

that this new rctlee role of the readers' alltws them*  The 

methods they hm developld are entirely dhr•iiCblistic of 

the best of each witer but their originality has in common 

a desire to compel the reader's attention*

Like Camis, Golding has been concerned to shock 

the reader into a new awireness of ordinary events by 

presenting them through some utfrppilrr or abnormal state of 

consciousness* In The Outsider* Camis's approach, whhle 

using this technique and basically attacking the aisumppllni 

the reader in much the same way as in The Pal, is more 

indirect* He develops an exaggeratedly dispassionate

^IMd,, p* 1UL.

^Ibld.* p*  1U7,



detachment of tone, paradoxically to implicate the reader, 

using a supremely logical and disciplined irony. Quite 

different but equally characCeristic is the technique Golding 

has developed in Pincher Martin and, with some variation in 

The inheritors. GGlding's approach is less intellectual, 

more strictly visual than Camis's. in .-.he inheel tors, 

through the people's different, though not necessarily un

developed consciousness, he forces the reader to see basic, 

almost elemental objects on a different level of reality. 

They assume some identity of their own, as in the episode of 

the log, if the wter had taken the log or if the log had
iiQcrawled off on business of its ow 7 or again, "The stone is 

a good stone, ... it has not gone away."?0 Some of the 

' XhLjnherltars, chapt. 2, p. 31.
^The . . EdtieritaM. ^apt, 2, p. 31 U might be noticed 

that the technique Golding employs here has certain affinities 
Wth Robbe-GGHllts' descriptive technique of the use of the 
object. There is a similar visual and empphais,
the same ^Implication precise details and particularly
in Pincher ~~Matin a very similar presentation of time and 
space as a result of this technique. The following description 
of RobbbtGGilleti' technique shows these simliaritlesi 
"His millpllcction of details, his obsession with topogGaphy, 
his entire dernoostrative apparatus actually tend to destroy 
the o^ect's unity by giving it an exaggeeatedly precise 
location in space, by drowning it in a deluge o^ outlines, 
coordinates, and orientations, by the eventual abuse of 
perspective ... by exploding the traditional notion of space 
and substituting for it a new space, provided ... with a new 
depth and dimension in tim3." Roland Barthes, '’ObSective 
Literature! Alain Roobb-Grilletj" p. 19.

The iimlacititi of RoOsctC•Gillet with Golding in 
this respect seem to quadfy to some extent Robbs-GriSlee* s 
criticssm of Camis's anthropomorphic me^aphons in his 
article "LLtttscrust, Hlmoalisoe, Tragetde," tt.N\RaF. (October 
19S#).
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accepted distinction between the conception of living and 

dead is lost, and Golding has obviously been fully aware 

the poisiiiiitils o^ this device in Plncher Martin. Th re, 

particularly in some of the first and some of the final 

scenes, there is the same cincenSrltiin on basic objects, the 

sea, the rock, the lobster and the lightning. Things are 

seen in terns of each other. There is a constant process 

of meamorrPhoSs, the hands into lobster claws, the rock 

into the Draaf. This is the more effective since it involves 

a kind o^ spurious reality in the mlmiti and scrupulously 

detailed physical description o^ objects:

"The pebbles were close to his face, pressing against his 
cheek and jaw. They were whhte quartz, dulled and 
rounded, a miscellany o^ potato-shapes. Their w^hijeness 
was quaaifiid by yellcw stains and flicks of darker 
matera!. There was a wahter thing beyond them. He 
examined it without curiosity, noting the bleached winkles 
thi blue roots of nails, the corrugations at thi finger
tips •••• Sometimes a pebble would be occupied entirely 
by a picture as if it wen a window or spy-hole into a 
different world or other dimension. 'ords and sounds 
were somtimes visible as shapes like thi shouted order. 
They did not vibrate and disappear. Then they were 
created they remained as hard enduring things like the 
pebbles"."

This technique in Pincher Marin is especially successful

since it allows the reader a particularly varied range o^ 

mutiple iomiaalson ard cbc^lci. in this sense Golding allows 

him much greater fri^om than Camus is ever willing to

^Pinc^r Matin. tthast. ?, pp. 21-22. 
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concede, perhaps thereby making his reader's involvement 

greater.

On the other hand techniques such as these inevitably 

invite charges of ambifgiity and paradox, Hynes says of 

Fincher JMrrin. the grounds of reality shift wthin the novel, 

and the readers*  relation to the action is unstable and 
eimMgutmi;"'^ ?e does qualify tMs by adding, however, "tMs 

in turn compos a more attentive reading (or re-reading) of

• -- Abort Camus i. (Pari s - - 1 inard, L^t^tres“Muaerues^

Cf
the book”,' Depite the economy o^ Cass's technique in 

comparison W^th Golding's more crowded and confused approach, 

he, too, is subject to the same charge of ambigu.ty. Part 

of this is little more than some resentment at the uncornpnm.s- 

ing meaner of his treatment, an attitude of Which Tholy's 

statement is typical: "1'intention de Camus semble bien 

avoir ete de cr£er une oevre paradoxale et qui nous enpeche 

de partager du jugement exprime de l'arteur "53 More valid 

is the question of the nature o^ the ambi^gxity Wiich Thody 

speaks o^ as being: ”1'inconsequences des pens&es de 1'auteur 

ou un ambiguity eoulue et que le but de Camus est de obllger 
le lecteur d le relire,’*̂  Too much has probably been made

5?S, Hylns, WiiamGolding p, 2U

53pphlii Th<ody, "Meursault et 1e Cii tique" Corrf imi^lm 
cituque—,_______19611, p, Pl.

^ibid.. p. a.
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of the usr of deliberate ammiguuty by mo^d^rn novOists in 

general, it is quite untrue of any intention of Camu’s. 

GgHIing*s  intentions likewise arr too clear cut for him to 

see any virtue in delibrratrly exploiting the current conwennent 

fashion the rmbbgitty of thr gresrni. neoserheeess,in 

both w^it^er^s’ work there seoms to be some inconsistency in 

execution.

This appears in two main aspects, First the question 

of their approach to the problem of the narrator, and, arising 

from this, their hesitation between the use o^ an entirely 

objective method and the iraditlcmrl expository one. The 

mthuds of Golding and Camus in dealing wth wiat has always 

boon sincr, and in spitr of, Henry James, a singuLarly uneasy 

problem, arr in the end similarly inconclusive. Jamr’s 

experiments with the indirect narrator, his efforts to 

dispense with the obvious intrusion o^ thr author, pointed 

out the necessity of those e^:^<^i^:im^n^!s, their lolsiiilitles 

and their apparently insuperable limitations. James ondod 

!.th the inextricable, if technically logical, tangle o^ 

The ivorv Tour. Camus has a detailed discussion o^ the whole 

question in The Plarue where his narrator stands in much the 

same relation to the action as Jamr’s. Dr. Rietuc’s 

involvement, his struggle against it, the sacrifice of his 

own identity and his final defrat in terms of a sterile 

abstraction of form, are all similar.

At the beginning o^ thr fifth part o^ The Plague



Camus explains his view of the function of the narrators

He would wish . , , to set it down that he expressly made a 
point of adopting the tone of an iaaartirl observer • •• 
he has tried to keep within the Units that seemed 
desirable ... he has confined himmelf to describing only 
such things as he was enabled to see for him^s^e^lf and 
refrained from attributing to his flllcw■•eLlfflrlrs 
thougHts that, when all is said and done they are not 
bound to have.

Summoned to give evidence regarding what was a sort 
of crime, he has exercised the restraint that behaves 
a conscientious wtness. All the same foiocwing the 
dictates of his heart, he has deliberately taken the 
victm^s’ side ... Thus he can truly say that there was 
not one of their 11^x6^15 in which he did not share, 
no predicament of theirs that was not his.

To be an honest witness, it was for him to confine 
himmelf manly to wuat people said or did ... 
Regarding his personal troubles and his long suspense 
his duty was to hold his peace. Mien now and again he 
refers to such maters it is only for the light they 
may threw on his fellow-citizens and in order to give 
a picture, as weU defined as possible, of what most o^ 
the tmrne they fait confusedly ... it was up to him to 
speak for all.??

The outcome of this uneasy attempt to get the best of both 

wurlds is, like Jamms's, one of obviously strained abstract

ion. This final explanation reads rather as an expression 

of what he felt to be a necessary justification of his 

mmthods. in The Fall he has the confidence not to explain 

hims^e^lf. in add-on, earlier in the novel, Cairns's reason

ing that truth and abstraction are not incbnaartble may be 

convincing as a philosophical argument but is no basis for 

the construction of a novelt "But was he right in reproaching

^Altert Camis, The plague. transl. Stuart Albert 
(Penguin BooRs 196M, chapt, ,, p. ?U6.
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him, Rieux, w.th living in a world of abstractions? Ctould 

that term 'abstraction*  really apply to these days he spent 

in hospital whhle the plague was battening on the town? ••• 

Yes, an element o^ abstraction, o^ a divorce from reality 

entered into such calamiHes. Still when abstraction sets 

to killing you, you'w got to get busy with it"56 and again, 

"But where some saw abstraction, others saw the truth. "57 

Here again Camus is using his device o^ abstraction, or 

detachment, as a protest. Yet he seems to make the same 

mistake in this question of the narrator as he does with his 

other technical devices. He seems to think that action, even 

the representation of a positive character, can be satisfactorily 

depicted by argument. Magaret Waters praises the effect 

of Rieix’s detachment: "But this detachrneet, with the 

distancing of experience it impHes, is doubly impprrtait. 

Tn the first place, it means that our vmorlonal response is 

based upon and given integrity by, a clear-sighted awareness 

of all aspects of the situation. And secondly, it also 

extends that response from the particular situation to the 
wider one of which it is an image. ’’58 in gpite of this so iv- 

wiat apologetic praise, she ultimately admits: "But in the 

last resort, the dramatic integrity of the book is slightly 

?"'ibid.. chapt. 2, p. 7U.

5?ibid.« chapt. 3, p. 7?
?pvtbrumv Crmcal JteYHe. p. 26
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flawed. Even structurally the abstract Ideas tend to stand 

apart from the action ...; and within the book itself too 

many of the differing attitudes are represented dramatically 

oriLy to the extent that the characters tell one another what 
those attitudes are. ’’99 Rieux is never convincing as a 

character: his relationship Wth Tarrou fails to hummaise 

him, and he has the effect of neutralising the other points 

of view. As a narrative consciousness he seems in many ways, 

undeestated and unacknowledged as he is by Cams, someWiat 

superfluous.

Apart from this individual experiment on Cams’s 

part, both authors have attempted some development of the 

first person narrative technique. The moot original is 

Golding’s in Fincher. Jaatin. with his attempt to give a 

double dimension, a simutaneously inward and outward view. 

Hoorever, while both have obviously been preoccupied with the 

problem of the narrator and consequently the author's own 

position, experimenting wth the idea of an indirect subssitute 

neither with the exception of Cams’s The Faal.. has been able 

to cornnmt himmelf entirely. Neither has achieved for instance 

the confidence shown by Faulkner in the use of this device, 

in novels such as The Iframee. The . Town or Wild Palms tfiere 

he uses a succession o^ alternating first person narratives 

Wth all the advantages of different aspects of consciousness 

and none of the confusion that both GGoding’s and Cams’s

"ibid.. p. 27. 
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technique reveals. Both seen to feel it essential to tmmlaciit 

their point in the last instance, by the traditional expository 
technique.

Camus returns to this method in the second part of 

The .tousl^der, but in The Plague pjarticularly, he much

use of lone passages of e’tnsesClscrlos and interpretation. 

They may be thinly disguised by a somewhat curiously used 

drastic device, as in the case of Palnelo^u£'i sermons, but 

the final Ioopsssion, despite Camis's attempt with Rieux and 

despite the one or two gelnllsely dramatic incidents, such as 

the death of Othon's son, is very little different from the 

rsaditlcnal 'omniscient author* technique. All Camis's novels 
have an undisguised ^<£^1^1 tendency#^ This is expressive 

o^ a mode o^ thought, inevitably reflected in the form, which 

seems far more natural to him than any attempted concrete

^Stoltzfus considers this to be a specifically French 
tradition. it is tne that The Plague and The Fall show some 
evidence of the influence on this tradition on Camas's nx^(^ts. 
His treatment o^ the device is in every way superior to 
GgogIng's. Horevvr, Stoltzfus's cppllcctlos of this theory 
to wnat he considers to be the connlictise styles o^ the two 
naris of The Outlcter- seems false. They appear in this 
case to be ’ a logical outcome of Camis's oreoccupatlon with 
the problem of idenSity. Stoltzfus, RobbetGrSlltt and the 
Nev French Novel. pp. 11P-119.
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dram.Hc form. Thc effect o^ the fixture of the two, how

ever, as in The Plague. gives some grounds for the charges 
o^ ambiguty.

GGoding's policy has consistently been a tei^orising 

one. The in^e^ci^tors. Fincher Matin and Frei Fall all have 

a compromise between an alternating use o^ mitaaior w.th 

muliplc consciousness, and direct interpolation by the 

author*  Hynes claims that this is particularly unfortunate 

in Srce FaU: "These passages have two unfortunate effects: 

they expose Gooding's ideas to the kind o^ cold, philosophical 
scrutiny that oni gives to didactic moral witing; and they 
impede the movemmi’t o^ the n^(^nl*■il:s  criticism impies 

that GGodlnB's ideas in msec F^ll do not stand the test o^ 

rational and dispassionate examination. This is not true, 

yet Hynes docs suggest a weakness in GGoding's style which 

this cxpooitory quaHty does tend to ix^a£gel,ati, an undoubted 

tendency towards verbosity and portentousness particularly 

prevalent in Fsic FaH. in his other novels, Gooding's own 

intrusion is confined to much more controlled passages o^ 

description which do not preclude his dramatic approach. 

Golding does fccl it necessary to sommtimes over-eia,msiil 

a point that emerges quite successfully from thi story or the 61 

61S. Huns, 1111&3 . toldlng, p. 39<
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meaphor itself, as occasionally in passages of explanation 

in The inheritors. On the other hand Golding does not suffer 

from the mdlern tendency to apologise in every case for an 

explicit statement of meaning on the part o^ the author. it 

seems indeed that in his last novel The Spire he has reverted 

to the simpler approach of Lord of --'■ - FLies, a traditional 

exposition by the author wWthin a controlling rneeaphor.

At this point it seems necessary to consider briefly 

the question of the use of fable and allegory by Cams and 

Golding. Originally this seems to have been made the basis 

of any consideration o^ their use of form and to have been 
the first grounds of their cosparilrn.SS its importance 

seems to have been overrated in clmparlsln with that of 

other experiments which have been discussed together W.th 

some m3apiii.catiln of the terms. Hynes does largely discount 

these terras in his discussion of the form of Golding's 

novels:
"There is no adequate critical term for that form.
Golding himself has called his books both myths and 
fables- and both terms do point to a quality in the novels 
that it is necessary to recognise - that they are unusually 
tight, conceeiuiaieed, analogical expressions o^ mna! 
ideas. Still neither tern is quite satisfactory- because 
both imply a degree of abstraction and an element o^ the 
legendary that GGodlng's novels simpy do not have and 
it seems better to be content with calling them simply 
ns^el!3. whhle recognising that they have certain foimal

waters, "Two Faabalsts: Golding and Camus"
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properties that dlstnnguish then from most current fiction. ”^3 

The case that ’ 'argaret Waters Takes for the fable forms of 

GGoding's and Cams’’ novels is qiuailfied and gho has some 

trouble in finding any satisfactory definition that will apply 

exactly to the no^c^es,’ Hlwe^er>lhat seems common to both 

these opinions and is perhaps inherent in GGoding’s remark 

itself, is a uso of wiht, more satisfactorily than allegory, 

fable or m^h, might be called fantasy.

The firmly established social framework that is one 

of the lre-^rqutsiirs of any form of allegory is quite foreign 

to both Golding and Camus. Neither has the background of 

permanent and stable values to form any scheme of co^plrrrlvl 

reference for an attempted allegory. Botth are trying to 

reafflm the existence of some standard in a sot of purely 

nGtriivr values. Conteouuetly their purpose, as has been

63 JLliam GGoldinE. p. +-•

^"To describe fomus and folding as fatoQists r^hir 
than novelists is not of course to posit any clrarcut distinct
ion between the two different forms. Nor is there much profit 
in trying to define the fablr very strictly ...”

Again, hrr application of "situation and character 
are reduced to a kind of abstract rrl^rgrntrtivrtrss as a 
way of establishing their universal imut" to GGodIng’s 
novels seems totally falsi in view of their issennimy 
concrete nature. Melboourne C^lti.crl Rerun, p. iP.
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remarked all along, han exploratory rather than an 

affirmative or representative one. This being so, fantasy, 

wiieh includes aspects of all these forms is perhaps a more 

fruitful term. it is too, one of the most striking develop

ments modern fiction. The is too wide to consider

here at any length involving as it does the whole question 

of symbolism, but for many modeem waters fantasy has provided 

the best means o^ crmTOnicaaina their new theories o^ different 

levels o^ reality and cmsciouisess, of drawing the reader 

into a mere active part. Kaa^s, for instance, in The Trial* 

TbeJCaatle or more obviously still, his ^8^0^110^8* has 

been one of the most influential in his use of this technique; 

or again it is used by Sartre in La Taus^-e. in Maaraux’s 

novels and in R^o^bb^iSdll^tiis’. Tn England might be noticed 

0x^11^ use of the device or ^0x^’0, and it is one that 

appears to have increased steadily with such more immeddiaely 

contemporary waters as Henry Green in his .C^nlluding. iris 

■•Mudoch in The Unicorn* or Saul Bellow's Xr, Henderson, The 

Bain King, to name only a few. Camp's and Cordlng’e techniques 

are better under stood when ervn as part of this more 

tendency than by any attempt to force them into a complttely 

anaehrorSstic form of their own.

in Caws's novels the fantasy appears to comsst in 

the lvvvtrpment of a hypprhoVical situation as nth the device 

of the plague, and in The Feal! the sustained and active image 

of HnV1 or Limbo. in neither case,however, are the laraalvls 



clearly enough delineated, or the conclusion definitive enough 

for any eu8tifiLcat0og of ’frtle1 or ’rlllgbry’.m Whle it 

is true that Camts's preoccupations are predominantly both 

social and mmorl, they are too charraCee,rstic of their times 

to be restricted by a form expressive of a totally different, 

and basically opposed, social order*  The form Camus uses 

cannot justly be considered as anything more than mltLrhhorcal.

Wth Gooding, the case is somewiat different. M-argaret 

Walter's observations about the limitations of the fable form 

in the foUwing phrase, "the immaoslbtiity of any one image 

crystallising all the variety and fluid ammtigLlty of reality,"66 

seems to express the main objection as regards Gooding's 

ncwls. ^e point about Gooding's images is that they 

have too diverse a range of reference to be confined within 

the limits of what is in the end a very formal mode. Within 

the limits of this they become confused and igcongistent, as

M. Walters has the best discussion of this podit. 
She sneaks of, "The deliberate parallels between the plague 
and the German Occupation of France ... ,tany critics claim 
that this is, in fact, one constant allegorical level, worked 
out fully at all points. The parallel exists, but only 
intermittently, used to give an added meaning to the struggle 
against suffering and all forms o^ death: ... The pontica 
parallel also introduces some unhappy rmmtiuUtles, just 
because "resistance" to the gbghumag visitrtlbg of the plague 
won’t serve as a fully adequate ffi?taatbr/O^ the more complex 
mooral choices involved in tne gooitical Reeistmce. '*  
Mlb(b^rgl Critical Revne. p. ??.
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for instance the who^e conception and structure of Free Fall. 

The cornnonly criticised epi-sodo of Cirnon’s cinversatiin with 

the pig’s head in Lord .of ..the riks. while unfortunate if 

seen in allegorical or fable terrs, is far more technically 

successful if seen simply as a form of fantasy expressive of 

a state of greatly heightened consciousness. it is prirnmrily 

for this purpose that Golding uses this technique of 

fantasy. Some of the final scenes of The Spire where Jocelin 

climbs the tower to a chorus o^ den^ls also demnstrates this; 

the devils are not allegorical ones but are part Joceein’s

consciousness and consequuntly real and concrete. The point 

is usefully summed up in a phrase that is really applied to 

>Laraiuc’s writings but seems to be an especially apt 

description of the intention and effect of GGoding’s use of 

fantasy: ”... drama ic intensification and enlargement o^ 

existing human reality".J •

The last particularly original aspect o^ fm^m shown 

by the two novll-sts is the technique o^ their endings, Both 

ionS^tdlir Forster’s comaPatnt that all novels arc

feeble at the end, in so far as the a(i8Itlelnlss o^ their 
endlngs is ^naHdere.""^ in sone resects I. .s as if

66Ibld., p. 25.

^Gernaino BrGe and ' drearer Cuuton, An irg of Fiction. 
The French ’oval fro. Cid, to CftM. IL Brunswck, Few 
Jersey: Riupars Unl.elsSty P-eas. 1957), p. l'*»

6SAgtp;ets of the ?Treel. p. 102.
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had deliberately attempted to be original and this originality 

has attacctidi irlsid1raei1 am^^^j^it of critiCm. Gooding's 
endings have been referred to as •gim^icki•kind again as

H
part of: technical tours di force*  which 'carry disrespect 
for the reader and for the art of fiction’’.^ The technique 

of both novvilsts of reserving what rndght be considered vital 

information for a final revelation, as Camur reveals the 

idenSits o^ the narrator in The .rlanuc or Golding the fact 

of Pincher Matin's instantaneous death, has been considered 

as having a certain literary dishonesty, an attempt to 

mma!nuactuti an artificial climax. in both irici,howev0r, 

this can be seen to bi a part their whole formal intention.

Gooding, for instance, in Pincher fartls has deliberately 

1ffipailii1d thi spiritual rather than the physiial death 

iuccessfuils keeping the readers' attention away from the 

lattes. Besides this, ^^1^, in Pincher Mr tin hi has 

continued a technique which hi first somewhat tentatively

59 "At the end of each novel, the meTaphors, unique 
and striking as they are, turn into "girnnmi^cks” into clever 
tricks that shift the focus or 1ma:lhlli of the novel as a 
whole” James Gindin, Post. . y,rtL.B^itlse Fiction. p. 196.

Martin Green, ’‘Dlitait1 for the Connernpprary", 
ration. 190, (May 21, i960), p.



developed In of the 71 lent a double ondlng vrhereby

the two 9ets of values which were set out In the novel are 

finally emphasised and compared. There Is the climax of the 

hunting of Ralph followed Immediately by the totally different 

atmosphere of the officer’s arrival. Very slightly varied 

In The Inheritors, there is one end In the death of Lok and 

a second in the departure of the new people. Tn ^rec vcHl 

there Is an attempt at a similar contrast between Uro kinds 

of consciousness, abstract and concrete. This, alone of 

the endings, seems fragmentary. Despite this on the whole 

the endings show remarkably little contrivance, in Golding’s 

case especially, the novels finish on what, if considered in 

Isolation,is often admittedly a somewhat histrionic note, 

but if considered as part of the novel as a whole, on an 

Inevitable, Integral climax.

These examples of *orm  are only representative, and 

by no means exhaustive. Any attempted generalisation would 

largely defeat their purpose; their value lies in their still 

exploratory, and consequently still Individual, nature. 

However,it see^s that these forms have one Important thing in 

comon. They are, In every case, an attempt to re-examine 

accepted literary forms, by a method of dissection, a 

deliberate reconstruction from the boginning; an approach 

which is characteristic not only of the two novelists’ treat

ment of form but similarly of their dealings vlth some of the 

main preoccupations of the novels.
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THS HUMAN C0 *lTTMDICTIONt THE OUTSIDER AND CT'CTRE MARTI"

It Is now comnonplace to observe that contemporary 

ficticn has for one of Its most iojmtapt themes, the search 

for mealing, definition and identity* The persistence of 

this motive is syooloiraaic of two things* Its inconclusivepess 

and secondly, the fact that, despite this, this kind of search 

remains an apparently valid and fruitful pirjniit.
I

The theme is epitomised by the questions that Kafka 

legitimately asked in The Trial and The 'Cattle* Camis’s 

own discussion of the two novels is useful here. He describes 

The . Castle as a novel "in wiich nothing concludes and every

thing begins over again, it is the essential adventure of a 
s^l in quest of *** grace that is represseed."! He goes 

on to say of The TriaL, ’’the hero *** is named Joseph K. 

Re is not Kafka and yet he is Kafka. He is an average 

European. He is like everybody else. But he is also the 

entity K. who Is the x of this flesh and blood equution.

x”HO-pe and the Ab«surd in the Work of Franz KeaTka”,
The xsvth of Slsvohus and Other 0 a^ays. p. 96.

aIbid*. p. 9^.

Mi
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This is a fair statement of Kafka's preoccupations wth the 

whole nature and position and purpose of thr individual, 

his personal itdieldutaiiy and his GoHicti-vr nrspoltiiOiiiy• 

As lttirpritld by Kafkathese questions arr justified in so 

far as in bls work, they imply a sense of progress. in The 

GatTll K. is always seen, not mly in rilailot to the castlr 

but as subordinate to it. it is not the assintlot of pure 

humanism that was to become the chI's main influence and 
ittirpritatlon.

This, hlwlver, is thr light in which the !io1o 

question is still seen. Gindin for instanci, in his Post 

War Bri-tish Fiction says,

"Almost all thr contemporary novels are searches for 
identity, efforts on the part of thr hero to understand 
and to define who or !iat ho is ... Mean mist livr and 
make choices, mist act on partial Know-edge without 
the assurance of abstract sanction, mist come to some 
terms with his own existence and the existences 
around him "3

How little advance thorr has been can bo soon by comparing 

this statement !th ones made by Germaine Brie and eagaret 

Gutton writing about the pre, and icimrr period, thr

3James Gindin, Post War Bri-t^h .-Flct1lc. 11-12.
Stoltzfus's comment might also be noted as icdiGrtlvr of thr 
ultimate dovol^o^jjm^i^lt of the tendency. Speaking o^ Robbe- 
Grrilei's Les Gomrnes and B^tore L'Em-pppi‘ des Temps ho says 
that they "stress another basic goal of these wr^'tirs - to 
communi'ato the idea of a quest or search. in this sense Les 
Gammes and L'Emnppj ' di’ Tewns arr both neo-detectl-vr novels. * 
Alain ' ' RoobbeGrillet and the"Tow French Novel. p. 13. 
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origins of the 1vevtrpment of this movemmvt. They speak of 

’’the new image of man, ” ■" and "The image of man as creator of 
his ovn existence.”^ Tils was to crnsSitatv the "new 

vitality of the novel, with its function o^ investigating 

problems that genneraLly fall into the realm of the philosopher- 

mas's Knowledge of h^ssef, of the world hv lives in and of 

the impact of the one upon the other"0 Finally they discuss 

the influence of the philosophical trend which "had been 

turning more and more from a study of outward reality to a 

study of man's inner consciousness of this reality as the 

only knowable quality, the only ultimate truth. ”7 The out

come of this "new image of man” in the bewildered and ultimately 

trivial, characters of, for instance, Kingsley Amis, Nigel 

Dermis, iris ^Mudoch- or again, the almost nosmexistvnt ones 

of RoOiivGcillet- speaks for itself. in the miority of
I

cases the results of the development of these aims serve mly 

to vmiho.i:iev the discrepancy between the lorsSbilltivs that 

svvmvi inherent in the new approach and the outcome of their

^Germaine Br.v us1 Maargret Cu.ton, An Age of Cotton 
The French Novel from Cide to Casus. (N-w Birunswck. New 
Jersey: Rutger's liSvevrity Press, 1957), p. 3*

^IM1*, p. 1

°ibid.. p- 7.

TjOIU.,
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Golding and Cams are both, like their contemporaries, 

preoccupied vlth the question of a new examination of man. 

Golding says for instance, "I set out to discover whether 

there is that in nan which makes him do what he does ... . 

and again, "I believe that man suffers from an appalling ign

orance of his own nature.”9 Both these statements are 

indicative, too, of the characteristic contemporary approach 

to this re-examination. It is a re-investigation of the 

essential components, a desire to dissect and re-assemble 

the basic elements, the need to make a fresh start in 

considering what had previously come to be taken for granted. 

As in their treatment of form, modern novelists have not been 

content to work from accepted premises, so, in the question 

of the novel’s basic subject-tnatter, its presentation of man, 

they have attempted a radical reconsideration. The consequences 

of this have been far-reaching. They involve for Instance 

the development of a new type of hero and also a change in 

the nature of plot and subject-matter; these are replaced by 

the investigation itself of the nature of the hero. The

®D. '. Davis, "Conversation with Golding," Mew
Republic. 1A8 (’lay 19&3)» P*  29 •

^"writers and their Age,” London Bazine. p.^5. 

10Ibld.. Golding’s comment might be noticed here.
"he is committed to looking for the root of the disease instead 
of describing the symptoms.
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e:xpoiitiin of the character o^ Meeusaaut in The OtrSde■r. 

Ciisriaher in Plnchor "artln or Sammy M^outtJoy in Free Fall 

is the story, the events ritr happen to them take slcnte 

place. The technique is taken to its limits by BelCelt’s 

elimination of virtually all events. The novels Golding

and Camus are a more honest and intelligent 1llusrstric)t 

o^ riesl explorations and other attendant problems than 

is found in the maooity of contemporary fiction. The two 

authors are the more interesting in that they ultimately 

provide a iintrtsr to each other, in rilis dealings with 

the contemporary preoccupation with the problem of identity. 

Camu’s The Ouusider iintSirurls a particularly clear example 

of some of the most ihltsairlSst1i, and some of the best, 

aspects of the development of this theme of identity. 

GG0deng’a Fincher 'Marin is cotclsted not only with the 

exam.nntion of the question itself, but also with its final 

cnnde!rnntinn.

Caimis’s discussion of Kaafka’s work has been maetintle 

only in so far as to provide a convenient su’mnm.ry of the 

eislirict and preoccupations the theme identity. it

reveals, in tedet1it, the extent of the probable influence 

on in particular, CatmLs’s The Otrider. T,hat is especially 

significant, inwever, is Caimis’s 1trlsaslrtrict of his 
work in terms of his own preoccupations with the Abburd.11

1J "Ho^ and the Absurd in the Work of Franz Kafka" 
The Wth of Sisyphus and .Other Assays. p. 93. "i recognise 
here a work ritr is absurd in its a^ltcipaes," ibid.. p. 9&.
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He admits that The Castle Is not, In the last Instance, a 

truly absurd work. Yet It is its absurd aspects, the 

relation of man to society and to the universe on which 

Camus concentrates. Camus sees the final hope which he 

recognises Kafka as admitting at the end of the novel as 

Inherent in the absurdity of the human condition, not in any 

appeal to the castle, to the superhuman. Camus’s approach 

to the question of identity is an entirely humanistic one.

His philosophy as a whole is singularly sceptical.

Although he always returns to the fundamental Issues, he does 

not accept them unquestioningly as Golding does. He says 

for instance in his explanation of this theory of the absurd, 

"Judging whether life is or is not worth living amounts to 
answering the fundamental question Gf philosophy"^ 0P again> 

he gives a grudging admission of the existence of man, 

"Analysis of rebellion leads at least to the suspicion that, 

contrary to the postulates of contemporary thought, a human 

nature does exist. "^-3 in one sense Camus appears less 

Independent than Golding in that his thinking is more 

Influenced by, and consequently more committed to, the 

Intellectual movements Immediately preceding and contemporary

12,,Absurdlty and Suicide", The ’-Tyth of Sisyphus and 
Other assays. p. 3.

x3"The Rebel” The Rebel, p. 16.
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to him. Whle, for instance, hi refutes the theories of 

nihilism, surrerlSsm and cxlitcntlllism, it is obvious from 

statements such as the above representative of much of the 

test of The-RebCl and The Myth Sisyphus. that these ideas

have formed a highly influential part his intellectual
background. I1*

in view of thiSjCamus’s own theory of the absurd, 

coloured by these movernenns and somewhat paradoxical and 

apologetic at best, is snvethelcii, positive. His view 

of thi overwhelming importance of mm is similarly, by 

coeiarlions an assertion of some stable value, as shown by 

his words in one of his Leiters to a German Hrlend. "i 

continue to belicvi that this world has no ultimate m€eaiing. 

Bit i know that sommthing in it has a imanlng and that is 

mrss because hi is the only crcaturc to insist on having one. ”15 

in The Robbl, too hi says, that "what is at stake is 
humaHy's gradually inirclsi^ng sclf-awarensei. ”15 Camus 

develops this conviction o^ thi supreme value of human id1nSlts

^"''Niitzsche and Thi pp. 6%-81.
"Surrealism and Reecoution" The _Rebels pp. 88-101.

^camus, "Liters to a German Friend" iV. R^^L^nci 
Renenlion and Deeth. (New York; faiopf, i960), p. 22.

^•"Thi Rebel" The 36^1, p. 20.
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into his conception of the absurd hero exei^ppliried in The 

Myth of Sisyphus, Sisyphus's mm^r virtue is his conscious

ness wiich conssitutes both his tragedy and his happiness. 

Chips summrises his theory when he says of Sisyphus,

” ... he contempPates that series of unrelated actions 
which becomes his fate, created by him, combined under 
his memory's eye and soon seated by death. Thus, 
convinced of the whoHy human origin of all that is 
human, a blind man eager to see who knows that the 
night has no end, he is still on the go ... . The 
struggle itself ... is enough ... One mist imagine 
Sisyphus happy."1/

The possibly defiant note o^ the ending m^i^]^^1t be observed.

It could imply, it seems, either a simple em^phasis, or on 

the other hand, some doubt on Caims's own part concerning 
the paradoxical logic of his case.lB Howevee, the hwnpansSlc 

empial!le of Camis's thought emm^es consSsteptly; his 

insistence on man's eelf-cspecisuepeee- his self-sufficeency 

and po^e^ir, bearing nt his statement, "man is his own end, 
and he is his only enn’1. ".These ideas involve inevitably 

the evidence of this humanism, questions of rebellion, o^ 

freedom and of death which consitute the main themes of 

The OUthicr.

17,’The Myth of Sisyphus" The Myth o^ gisyphus • rad Mher 
assays, p. 91.

^Asetm Picon, "Camus never gives anything but a 
negative definition of happiness" "The Mle• and The Kingdom". 
Caros, Twente th Century Views, p. 1^.

■^•The Absurd Man" The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays, 
p. 65. Cairns's further comrnmnt should be noted here hlwevvr, 
"Let me repeat that these images do not propose mmral codes" 
Ibid., p. Sb.
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In the development of Veursault In The Outsider.

Camus depicts two different kinds of humanism. The novel is 

a progression from unconsciousness to consciousness, Meursault 

moves from a natural instinctive awareness of identity to a 

much more sophisticated and specifically intellectual one.

Camus takes full advantage of what has, In fact, 

becomes an almost classic device for the examination of the 

theme of identity by means of Isolation and, consequently, 

contrast. The device of ’the outsider’ or ’the stranger*  

is used before by both Kafka, whose K, is also referred to as 

•the stranger'20 and by Sartre in his self-exiled hero 

Roquentin in La Mausee. to take only the two obvious examples. 

In the case of both Kafka and Sartre, their heroes*  intellect

ual ’consciousness’ is fully developed from the beginning. 

Camus’s treatment, however, as a practical illustration of 

his theory of the absurd man, shows a considerable advance 

on this. By realising the Importance of an apparently more 

primitive human consciousness he is far more fully aware of 

the implications and the ultimate outcome of a more developed 

one.21

^"’Do I like the Castle? Why do you assume that I 
don’t like it?’ ’Strangers nover do’. Kafka, The Castle. 
(Penguin 3ooks, 19&2)» P*  1^*

^Beyond pointing out its partial influence on The 
Outsider, it seems largely irrelevant to discuss the literary 
controversy between Sartre and Camus, in connection with this 
particular theme.
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it sooms that Camus in thr first part o^ The Ousidcr 

has made his lcirciiecs cliar enough, "Ce que jr vois suriout 

dans mon roman, c'est la prlsrnce physique, ^experience 

chimeltr quo lis critiques ^ont pas vuu une iirri, un 

det, un homme frpennl par cettr tirrr it par ce clil, Les 

hommes do tk-Ors vlveft comme won heros, tout s1mplimeeC."22 

He expands this by saying, '‘For mee’4euunarUt is not a piece 

of human wreckrge5bUt a man who is poor, naked and in tovi 

wth the sun which heavis no shadows. Far from being lacking 

in all foiling, ho is inspired by a passion which is profound 

bicause unspoken, the passion for the absolute and for 

truth."23 These explanations appear to have given risi to 

various misinterpretations. Richard Lehm's is typical of 

these when ho says that the action of The OUsider is on, 

''.wo ievils of ria^it^y - sensation and mind”2^ and, further

more, unfortunately describes Meuusanut as moving from 
’'111^11^1 behavi-outst to ran undee,strndlng".TlLs

^Quoted by P^liLip Thcdy, ’'MeuursrlUt r. l,a Cri.ique" 
ColCiLnlratlon Critique d'Albeiri Camus i, id. J. H. Maathows,

Lettrrs ~MoOCemes, 1961), p. 13.
2CCamus, quoted by n^1^.11? Thody, Abbrt PmiSa p. 35.

R. D. Lehm, "Levels o^ Reeaity in ihr Novvls of 
AALoee-i Camu", M^o^d^irn Fiction Studios. Vol. 1C, No. 3. 
(Autumn i960), a*  1W.

g?!bid.. a. 1+7.
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appears to show a basic misconception of Cams's intention*  

The most noticeable characCteistic to emerge from Camis’s 

own explanation and from the first part of the novel itself, 

is the simplicity of MesraaSl*s  nature. It is a simplicity 

that is in no way synonymous with stupidity, but has its own 

siplaiSicrtiin. In the first place^he point about it is 

that sensation and mind are not separable*  The fact that 

there is no discrepancy in valse between thought and feeling 

has given rise to the interpretations of MeesrauSl's 

’cdlossness’. According to Camis’s theories howervr, 

MeesrsuSt is perfectly balanced. He is represented as being 

particularly susceptible to elemertal conditions, as having 

a pecusiar affinity with them. At the funeral, for Instance, 

it is the light which arosses an intensity of feeling which 

his moihar'a death had failed to do. Camss intends no 

condeminaion but rather an illsstrction and approval of 

Meesrsasl's honesty. Camss makes this point quite dear 

fsrther on when he describes Mesrsasl's capacity for feeling 

and for redly understaniing others only in terms of natsral 

elemenns, ”1 looked at the countiryside, at the long lines 

of cypresses ... the hot red soil dappled with vivid green ... 

• and I could understani Moohhr's feelings ... Now in the 

fsll glare of the morning ssn, with everything shimmring 

in the heat-haze, there was something inhuman, iiscouraging^ 
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about this landscape""6 Again, ^len after the mirder 

Murse^i^].t speaks of himseef as having ''shattered the balance 

of the day, the spacious calm of this beach on which Ihad 

been happy"27 Camus suggests the existence of an essential 

harmony between man and his surroundings, a state that for 

Camus at least, has no relation to that of an "elemennal 
belhaicoriit”.

Camis's humanism is, of course, highly ideaaistic, 

and, on a fictional level, totally unconvincing. The 

indubitable effectiveness of the murder scene in terms of 

dramatic description still barely maces It credible. The 

theory is even at times carried to absurdity as in Meeusaau.t*s 

conveesation with the lawyer, giving rise to the misconception 
of ^eussadti's ste^^ty. 68 Camis's ideal of this sublimated 

physical harmony is particularly difficult to cornrrnuniate 

through a concrete fictional character. That it is possible 

he proves, howeevr, much more successfully elsewhere, in the 

passage for instance, where Meursstlt leaves Raymond,

?* * 6The OteMer. p. ^+.

6Ibid.» p. 66-

28niyou must promise not to say anything of that sort 
at the trial ...

I prom.sed, to satisfy him; but I explained that my 
physical coiK^dtJi^on at any given moment often influenced my 
feelings . Ibid., p. 69.
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"Wen I rose Raymond shook hands very warmly, 
remarking that men always understood each other. After 
closing the door behind me I lingered for annl marmets 
on the ltneing. The whole building was quiet as the 
grave, a dank, dank smeH rising from the well-hole o^ 
the stairs. I could hear nothing but the blood 
throbbing in my ears, and for a wiile I stood listening 
to it. Then the dog began to moan in Old Salamano’s 
room and through the sleep-bound house the little 
plaintive sound rose slowly, like a flower growing out 
of the silence and the darkness".^

The contrtst Camus intends here between the kind of harmony 

that Raymond understands and that which Meuussalt really 

achieves through a far mon intelligent rlilatielnlss is 

brought out effectively and econoimiaaiy. To lmaahtiae Meur- 

sau.t’s ittllligetil is imppotant in understanding Cams’s 

conception of this first kind of humanism. This Ittllligesce 

iontists, on MelLUsatUl’s paat, of what is a personal and 

1tsritirlel eisislaintt1in. it is not titr ho reduces 

everything to one level as Sartre suggieSs,3S. but, on the 

contrary, he has his own system of selection, siis for 

instance in the passage quoted above as in his selection 

details when he describes the street on a Sunday evening.

29ihid.. p. Hl.

30jean-Paul Sartre. "An Ecpaicati.in of The
Stranger" Camus. Twenteth .Century .Views, pp. 102-122.
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He is entirely ionsSstcnt throughout; his interest in the 

appsarently incinsequunSial is entirely consistent with his 

own scheme of cllu1i, likewise as with his dctachm^. The 

intelligence, howeed., is indispensable to Camis’s theory. 

Hi must show it as lying in the physiial sensation os 

immoion itself. He has taken considerable pains, too, co show 

the difference of this intclligenie from a purely intellect

ual one. Hi i’T.iahlisii its ciienSill honesty in comeaaiion 

with the imoOirnll and intellectual ilii!iei or even hypocrisy 

which surround it. Further iore.^!enusslU.t is not ngiitstiill 

so much as self-sufficient. Hi is not shown as lacking in 

iyraeathy, for instance in the episode of Salarano and his 

dog, but is iomePetn in h^sslf. Hi disconcerts, repulses 

and fascinates because hi shows no reciprocal need. For 

this reason perhaps Camus depicts him as being incapable of 

any imcoion, either lovc or hate, feelinii which mooivate 

both Raymond and Salamano. Miutaaut is shown initially so 

irreonnously balanced as to bi beyond these. Throughout the 

first part, hi is set apart, an ’outsider' by his good 

quariti1i. The sum of these Camus rcpteienti as a kind of 

innocence. ’feeusauut remains iomiaete and unim>picatcd. This 

first type humanism thin, as Camus represents it, is in a

sinse an instinctive one. its basis is physical and its 

^1^10^ such that it can contain in it Camis’s declared 
int1ntiin of the absolute and of tsuth^^5 .t epitoelses on

QCuoted by Phl.lip Th(xlys Albert Ca .us. see note 25 
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one level a perfect humanism. Qn another, Camus is aware 

that its idealism is unrealistic and impractical.

His second type of humanism is represented as a 

necessary compromise, since it must deal with an inevitable 

Involvement and a compulsory responsibility. It cannot 

remain self-sufficient. Moreover, Camus here more properly 

presents this idea of humanism in terras of the absurd. 

Meursault's former harmony with his surroundings is a purely 

ideal proposition. More realistically he is shown in 

conflict with them, ’'divorce between man and his life ... 

is properly the feeling of absurdity”^2 with the attendant 

circumstances of rebellion and death. Meursault's involve

ment is represented as being by his nature, inevitable. It 

is shown as a natural result of his innocence, "I wanted to 

satisfy Raymond as I'd no reason not to satisfy him”,33 

while his crime is, in a sense, forced on him, in the 

combination of circumstances it presents. It is through the 

crime, through, in Camus’s thinking an act of conscious 

rebellion, that Meursault is made conscious in any convention

al sense, that he is made aware of his identity in other 

people's terms, "Like the others he began by asking my name, 

address, occupation, date and place of my birth.Meursault

32"Absurdlty and Suicide" The Myth of Sisyphus and 
Other Essays p. 5.

33?he Outsider, p. •
^Ibld.. p. 67.
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says again, "I had the impression that I was being scrutinised 
by myself"35 For the firs't time he becomes conscious, not 

only of his own difference but of his relationship to the 

rest of society I noticed that almost all the people in the 

courtroom were greeting each other, exchanging remarks and 

forming groups - behaving in fact,as in a club where the 

company of others of one's own tastesand standing maces one 

feel at ease. Thht, no doubt, explained the odd impression 
I had of being de tron here, a sort of gate-crasher’^

In this second half it is this quaaity of relationship 

that Camus stresses. Its significance is explained by 

Cams's own words in The Rebbe. "’Shen he rebels, a man 

identifies himself with other mm and so surpasses himself... 
and- from this point .. of "iw human soMaey-My".37

Meuursult has moved irretrievably to a state of compromise

with society, a compromise wiich involves identification 

with it. He says, for Instance, "Once or twice I had a mind 

to assure him that I was just like everybody else; quite an 
ordinary person. "3® Howeevr, Caws cannot contSstintls changu 

Meerrsull's nature; he makes him say earlier, "... one never 

changed one’s real life, anyhow one life was as good as 

anoth^r”.^ These are specifically the theories of the * 3

3?Ibid.. p. 87.

3lbld., p. 66.

37"The Rebel" The Rebel p. 17.
3<The Ortssder. p. 7°.

39Ibid.. p. W.
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absurd^ re-emphasised at every stage of the novel regardless 

of any change o^ ostward circsmstances. It seems to Involve 

Camss in sone considerable dlleima as to the natsre of reality. 

At the, in a sense sApperi-cial, in another, crisis

of the nove, the mirder of the Arab, Meesrsaist says, "And 

jsst then it crossed my mind that one rnmght fire or not fire 

and it wiuld come to absolutely the same thing Finally

there is his o^ltb^srs't against the chaplain.

"Nothing, nothing had the least ^mo^ance ... From the 
dark horizon of my fstsre a sort oH slow, persistent 
breeze had been bl owing towards me, all my life long, 
from the years that were to come. And on its way that 
breeze had levelled out all the ideas that people had 
tried to foist on me In the equally snreal years I then 
was living through, Wlmt difference could they make to 
me, the death others, or a mober's love, or his God;
or the way one decides to live, the fate one thinks one 
chooses, since one and the same fate was bomd to 
’choose’ not only me but thossand o^ millions of 
privileged people wlholike hi^iCaHed themselves my 
brothers? ... All alike would oe condemned to die one 
day ... And what difference could it make if, after 
being charged with muddr, he wen executed becnse 
he didn’t weep at his mooter's fsnenl, since it all 
came to the same thing in the end?'^.4-

^Xb^.. p. 61.

^Ibld«. pp* i18~119»

This constitstes Caimis's most lscid and most convincing

statement of the whole di.lmeu o^ the individual. It is, 

really, the one point that em^l,gls mml take ably from his 

entire theory. Howeve^he is also aware o^ its discrepancies, 

and his endeavour to mannain his basic position wihle yet 
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feeling the need for a more profound Interpretation than that 

admitted by most of his contemporaries bears witness to his 

Intellectual Integrity, even If It Is not entirely success

ful. In the above passage, according to his theory, Camus 

sums up the necessary implication, the common involvement 

in the face of an Inescapable pointlessness, the paradox that 

constitutes his whole theory of the absurd.

Camus’s intention seems to be to stress, above all, 

the cost of this type of humanism. Meursault’s lack of any 

but an absurd belief does not prevent his being subjected to 

a real suffering and fear, that comes from his knowledge of 

a sacrifice made necessarily and pointlessly and also from 

the vital factor in Camus’s theory of the absurd, the lack 

of any ’appeal’, "The absurd is born of this confrontation 

between the human need and the unreasonable silence of the 

world.This seems, too, perhaps partially to explain the 

ambiguous ending of The Outsider. Maursault is represented 
at the end as preoccupied with his ’appeal’.^ "The only 

thing that interests me now is the problem of circumventing 

the machine, learning if the inevitable admits a loophole.

^"Absurd Walls” The ^vth of Sisyphus and Other Essays 
p. 18.

^”he wants to find out if It Is possible to live 
without appeal” "Absurd Freedom" The Myih of Sisyphus and 
Other n. 39.

^The Outsider, p. 107.
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This perhaps illustrates the apparently cathartic nature of 

Mee^a^l's words at the end the novel, foioowed by his 

final contradictory sarcasm. It is the final insoluble paradox. 

eeeuraailt's calm is not a kind o^ sublimated resignation, but 

an exteePe, like Sisyphus's of an 'absurd*  happiness. Camus 

is representing a final insoluble confrontation between the 

individual and universe.

Camus presents the wiole examel^ttlon of the individual 

within the fact of death, as a means of precipitating an 

examination of the nature and ee^ttlne of his life. It 

co^sit^es too, throughout, a reinforcing of his theory 

o^ the absurd, and the point Mersstrl's sacrifice.

That Meersstrt is represented as a matyr is 

necessary to Camis's presentation of his second type o^ 

humanism. His first mm^lon of the theme of The Ousider in

the Notebooks puts clearly, devoid here o^ the separate theme 

o^ giUt and Justice which confuses the issue in the novel 

Itself, Camis's intention, "The man does not want to justify 

himssef. The idea that is made up about him is preferred 

to the man himssef. He dies, alone in being conscious o^ his 
tjmth. Vanity of this consolation."66 The sophistical and 

highly complex nature of this second type of humettise can be

P. 3?.
^CCaws, Notebook (New York; foiopf, I963),
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seen from this analysis. Also, with its Ideals of 

committment, its theory of a levelling to some kind of 

"brotherhood” invollng a universal equality, Its Inescapable 

responsibility to the extent of complete sacrifice, It is 

the highest expression possible on a humanistic level of the 

position of the Individual. It is far more complete than 

any of its forerunners. Indeed,some of the novel’s ambiguity 

appears to spring from the fact that Camus expresses an entirely 

humanistic mode of thought, in a sense, in terms of 

transcendence, martyrdom and sacrifice, his description for 

instance of Meursault as "the only kind of Christ whom we 

deserven.TU However, Camus says specifically, "I do not 

know whether this world has a meaning that is beyond me.

But I do know that I am unaware of this meaning, and that, 

for the time being, it is impossible for me to know it. 

What can a meaning beyond my condition mean to me? I can 

understand in human terms." Despite the contradictory and 

ambiguous nature of some of its terms, the ending of Th. 

Outsider leaves no doubt that Camus’s thought stops at this 

limit. The paradox and contradiction itself is the best 

examples of its limitation.

^Quoted by Philip Thody. Albert Camus, p. 35*  
^Quoted by Jean Paul Sartre "An Explication of The

Stranger" Camus. Twentieth Century Vle_ws. p. 116.
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Camus has pursued his theory of the absurd in The 

Outsider to its logical conclusion. As a theoretical argu

ment, explained in The Myth of Sisyphus, it is entirely 

consistent and needs no justification or explanation. As 

an intellectual argument it justifies Sartre's description 

of it as, "a work detached from a life, unjustified and 
unjustifiable ... moontany."y.Hoovneer, just as Camus has 

chosen to illustrate his theory of the absurd in terms of 

mth, a strictly fictional mcxie, so in The Outsider, he 

expresses it in terms of the individual who to some extent 

defies efforts to mrnpuSatn him. in one way the concrete

ness of Meest!arS.ti' presence in the novel empphaises Cairns's 

argument; in another howeeer, it maces it someWat fantastic, 

certainly uneasy. On a fictional level there seems consider

able justification for Girard's criticism that "the idea of 
the novel is incredible".^ it does at least draw attention 

to the whole problem of the hero that this theme of a 

dissection and examnation of identity poses.

Sartre again points to MeestirUl'i ambiguuty as a 
character saying that he has, "a real weight of his owi,"50 

yet "he has always lived according to Carais's standardss"51

^Ibid.. p. 112.

^ene Girard, "Ceamu's Stronger Heeried," P.I.L.A. 
vol. LXXIX. No. 5. (Dec. 196*0.

5° jean PaiU Swtre "An Exppication of The Stranger" 
Camus Twente th ' Century .Views, p. 11*.

^Ibid..
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Both statements are true, their practical illustration siin 

particularly cIiisIs in the episode of the mutter. The same 

conUlct between abstract and concrete is sein likewise in 

both Kafka's and S^a^t^i^e's own heroes, greatly affecting their 

credibility’ and thi arguments’ consistency. This innmi to 

arise from an uneasy rlliamic between the roeinnlc and 

intellectual hero, that siims to bi a somewhat curious, but 

ilia:•tliecSstii, dnynloament of modern fiction. The idea of 

'the outsider*,  the 'stranger' is a ipenifiialis ro'SEamc 

one; similarly the ricoepiasying ideas o^ his linclineii and 

the fact of his search. KaHca's The CaLlc is a particularly 

good illuitsltlon of this, in for instance, the opining 
scini of K's arrlvea^2 addition, ail engage in some

52"It wli late is thc icining when K. arrived The 
village was deep in snow. Thi CcLIi hili was hidden, veiled 
in mist and darkness, not was there ivin a glimmer o^ light 
to show that a castle was these. On the wooden bridge 
leading from the miin road to the village K. stood for a 
long time gazing into the illusory imppiniss above him." 
Kafka, Thi _Cal■iles p. 9.

kind of rebellion, but it is an intellectual rebellion which 

has to bi represented in concrete liti, as is thi case o^ The 

Ouusider. AA1 these heroes are 1x1^^^ o^ soni intellect

ual theory. There is an almost mmehhnncal application of 

abstract principles in both Seatne's R^r^ui^n^n and Camus's
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Meeutsult especially. The effect of this alliance seems to 

be In some ways one o^ what amounts to parody. The roman ic 

parodies the intellectual and vice versa. Again, that is 

particularly clearly sun in The Cgasi! K's actions, 

mooivated by theoretical considerations on Kafka's part, 

invariably have an effect o^ ridiculousness or anti-clinax 

which reduce K's stature. Both modeesthe romannic and the 

Intellectual carry with them certain uppt'cations wuich are 

mutuaiy contradictory. The one exacts heroism, action and 

misery, the other a system of analysis and dissection wiich 

leaves no room for the facade o^ heroism, tends towards in

action in discovering the relativity things and makes for

lucidity and exposstion. The contradictions are all seemingly 

illustrated in Cam's Meuursalt. It is difficnt to determine 

how much aware of these contradlctlons these authors are, or 

how far they deliberately made use of them, Sartre possibly 

not at all, Kafka perhaps to show the particular nature of 

K's search, whhle in Cam's case everything is subordinated 

to the absurd where the discrepancy wcould be useful for 

um^haue«’. Tt is, howevvr, Golding who moot obviously is aware 

of the im^ll<^J^^tions. He parodies the tradition in his 

Pincher Matin in which the whole situation a parody of the 

idea o^ the romaanic hero. Tt is shown quite clearly w.thin 

the action Itself,

”1 am AAlas, I am Prometheusl
He felt himself loom, gigantic on the rock. Hu 
became a hero for whom the impossible was an
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achievement ... He crawled down towards the 
Red Lion and now there was background missc, 
snatches of T^lh^iikovsk^, Wanner, Host. It was not 
redly necessary to crawl but the backgi^c^snd 
misic ^deTHned the heroism of a slow ^defeated 
advance against odds”.?’

Golding's mockery of the Intllleitsul hero is again ieellcit 

in Marin's fstile insistence on "Intelligence, Eduction 

and Will”.? Cisiously Gooding's double parody has prodded

a more satisfactory hero on both a fiitlcncl and a eec•al 

level than in any of the other Instances.

The sse of parody on GGodlng's part is lartiislrrly 

significant. It is evidence of the existence o^ an objective 

detachment that C^imiss's theory o^ the absurd was Incapable 

o^ producing. As has been seen, In Cams's case, it is the 

fact of the Iedivliusr't Involvement that is essei-inia!, a 

greater uffl:matice of hweuestic qusCitils. GGlding on 

the contrary appears to be exceptional in condemning this 

whole tendency towards the estCLblShIelet of the individual. 

At least three of his no^v^e.s, Pincher Marin. Free Fall and 

The Spire show that he is as preoccspied wth the whole 

question as his conteeeptruiet. At the same timpeach one 

presents it as an Inherently iuegerous tendency. Pincher 

Maarin in pa^ticslm, is a concentrated statement of the

^pincher Marjln, chapt. 11, pp. 1^9-150.

S^bbdd.. chapt. 11, p. lh-8.
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Wiole problem. It Is, too, especially valuable in that in 

the treatment of its m.in themes, even to minor details, it 

vill be seen to be remarkably parallel to Cams’s definition 

of humanism, Wthin the basic framework of Golding’s 

condemnation of it.

In the first place Golding in his turn uses the device 
of the "castaway'1-' a physical isolation imnreddaaely echoed 

by the mental one. Maarin says he could, "spy myysef • • • 
in the reflected mirror as though 1 were watcMng a stoanger”,5^ 

and again, even more significantly, "Because of what i did i 
am an outsider and alone’'.57 The clearness of a 

implication that is ambiguous in Cams’s novel mght incident

ally be noticed here. The In^i^ii^i^t^ii^tLty of his loneliness 

is empphaised imeedately at the beginning and constantly 

throughout the novel, by Marin's futile hope of rescue, his 

constant cries for help, similar in many ways to Camau’s 

’ap]^€^e^a.’. Bolth characters are similarly isolated at the 

beginning of the novvls, both consequently inescapably 

thrown back on their own identity. But whereas this produces 

a state of balance and self-sufficiency in MenssaaUt, in 

MMarin it becomes somm^ing terrifying, wth an invidious 

and vicious powr. Camus in the first place gives an idefaistic

^IM. 9 chapt. , p. 50.

?6ibid., chapt. 9, P. 121.

^Ibid. , chapt. 12, p. 165.
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and distant view of his hero's identity; in Gooding's 

presentation it is the insistence, closeness and detailed 

character of his examnation that is particularly noticeable.

Gooding’s preoccupation w.th the question of the 

nature and purpose of identity has already been nemarked. 

In his novels he continues his specuratllts in rpre detail. 

He m&es simiar statements in each of his last three novels. 

In The .Spire there is Jocelyn's, "tamt kind of a thing is a 
man's mind?",6® pincher 'Marin's "I will teLl you what a ram 

is, till Neecseity bends the front end upright and mikes a 

hybrid of him ... He is a freak ••• nature stirs a pudding 

there and sets a thunderstorm flickering inside the hardening 
globe ... but how can the stirred pudding keep constant?”* 

As a last example there is Sammy e count joy’s statement in 

Free FaH* ”... man is not an insttnt£msore creature, nothing 

but a plhysical body and the reaction of the mormnn. He is an 
incredible bundle o^ miscellaneous memelree and feelings ..."^O 

These are in no way formal statements of theory, but are 

evidence o^ the general direction of Gooding's thougHt. Two 

things do emerge; his neehatie on the general comeleelty o^ 

the problem and his awareness that Caimis's first type of 

humanism is only plrtitlly satisfactory. GGoding's view

6The Spi-re* p. SI1*.

^Pincher Marin* cHapfc. 13» p. 176

^Free Ph1-!* p. ^6.
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contains none of CCaras’s idealism. In Free Fall in fact, 

Golding discusses this in a passage which is virtually Cams’s 

theory but with his harmony replaced by sutillsstlss, "Mine 

was at amor^a., a savage place it wiich man was bappeti 

without hope, only to etJoy what he could wiile it was still 
going". 61 62 Neither is tilsl aty awareness Camis’s idealised

61IS1... p. 226.

62Pincher Martin. chapt. 8, p. !°5.

siaaalcity, but only confusion and comaPIliLty•

in Pincher Xaatis h(iwJvee•, Golditg investigates with 

atrtiaults thoroughness all the outward anmannnta o^ identity: 

the acute physical sensation, pain, the significance of

’namms’, matrllaIL proofs of identity, a ahOtng^tai and an 

identity disi, and finally, speech, "aallai is identity”, 

(The siallllsits these det ails in The Ousider might be

noticed) insisting on their deception, riels fragility or 

ephemalstity. The rlarlslntatiin of the eisinrlisttic)n of 

identity that is the centre of the novel, can also be used 

similtaneously to show more and more m.nutely the nature of 

identity, its elsatstteness and mtrtsiits, "They began to 
pull him back into himself and organise him again as a single 

being."63 Golding represents, too, different levels of 

identity, in increasing degrees of cornmpieity, with a steady 

progression from the physical and ^atrial to ■the mmetal and 

63isi.., chapt. 2, p. 20.
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spiritual. An essential part of the question of identity as 

Golding sees it, is its affirmation through purpose and 

activity. These q^a^aities he sees as the maanspring of the 

entire huTnmrniSli approach and these he parodies through 

Maarin's complete reliance on their infaaiibility in every 

situation. Marin's struggle to cling to his identity 

connssts, in some meajsire, in an instinct to organise and 

create, qusaltles again that are commonly taken as represent

ing the most positive and constructive side of humanism. 

For GGOding, howevvr, this instinct is seen primarily as 

dangerous in that it is an affirmation of power and 

dQmnarlQn, "i am busy surviving, i am. netting down this 

rock with names and taming it ... Wat is given a name is 

given a seal, a chain. if this rock tries to adapt me to 

its ways i will refuse and adapt it to nine. i will impose
<1,

my routine on it, my geography"0^

Golding develops this idea throughout the novel point

ing out the futility of systematsation,

"•Men make patterns.*

Seaweed, to impose an snlarural pattern on nature, a pattern 

that would cry out to any rational beholder - Look! Here is 
thought. Here is a mal^ and flnrlly, "He forced tM pattern

chapt. 6, p. 79-
°^Ibid*. ctopt. 8, p. 100.
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to fit everywhere over thc rock and the sea and the sky ... 

There is a pattern imrging ...

intelligenie, Wil like a last ditch. . 7.11 like a m^nnoilth. 

Survival, educhtiin, a Key to all patterns, itself able to 

impose them, to create. aonsiiousness in a world asleep. 

Thi dark in•yuLnerlblc centre that was certain of its own 
iuffiilencs"5 Thi mockery is rcinfor^d with ixrmaes

attacking every means of power, a mockery in which all the 

attritu^s of perioznllts and society are turned and 

deliberately diminished.

Through the question of .density and the individual, 

Gooding, like Camus, inevitably discusses iomtilng o^ the 

nature of society. Camus admi-ts its stupidity and hypocrisy 

but has confidence too in its meiit of human solidarity, 

identification, common suffering and tcipoisiiiiits. GGOdlngs 

howeed?, secs it as purely camibal, ielf-desttuitice, "’The 

little onis cat thc tiny ones. Thi middle sized ones cat 

thc little ones. Thi big ones eat thc middle sized ones. 

Thin the big ones cat iach other. Thin there are two and 

then oni and where thcrc was a fish there is now oni huge 
succesisful ^goo’.’’6? For Golding Ms .s an ix-tremi 

example of the workings of a society based on humanism. Hi

66ibld.. chapt. 11, pp. 1W-1U9.

67ibld.. chapt. 9 p. I25.
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represents it as breeding a corruption that he stressed again 

in Thg Sp|ye, and which has certain affinities with Camus’s 

own theory in The Plague. There, however, it is an 

unspecified, general and collective sin; in Golding’s 

case its human and social origin is clearly defined. In the 

view he gives of society’s individual workings, Golding, 

like Camus, represents them as an insoluble mixture of love 

and hate, but as subordinated ruthlessly to the necessity for 

survival that pre-determines choice, summed up in Martin’s 

words before Nat’s prospected murder, "But what can the last 

maggot but one do? Lose his identity? In Martin he shows 

relationships as motivated primarily by expediency, itself 

based on an assertion of egoism, a desire to dominate and 

impose. Their essentially parasitic nature is emphasised. 

Martin exploits others In that he needs them for an 

affirmation of his own identity, "But there were other people 

to describe me to myself - they fell in love with me, they 

applauded me, they carressed this body, they defined it for 

me, "There were the people I got the better of, people who 

disliked me, people who quarrelled with It is

noticeable, too, that throughout the novel Golding develops 

the idea of the actor: he shows how necessary its self-

^Ibid., chapt. 12, p. 168.

^^Ibid.. chapt. 9» P*  121»
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deception is to Martin. It is also an essential part of his 

whole general scheme of parody. Caws, too, speaks of, 

"the divorce between the actor and his setting” as being, 
"properly the feeling of absurdity”,70 and in a sense, 

Golding follows something of the same idea in isolating 

Martin on the rock where his continued acting of the part 

of the hero and In the end of his own identity, Is revealed 
in Its full absurdity.

There is, up to a point, a marked similarity In the 

two novelists*  use of "setting as Camus puts it. Both are 

particularly concerned In showing the individual's relation

ship with a more universal and elemental force outside a 

purely social context, Meursault is represented initially 

as finding his self-sufficiency in this, Independent of social 

contact, while Plncher Martin is forced into an Inevitable, 

if unwilling identification with it. In both cases the 

crisis of the novel is presented as arising from the 

individual's conflict with these purely natural forces. From 

the beginning Golding emphasises this relationship with an 

initial parody In his image of the glass sailor In the jam 

jar,
"It was Interesting because one could see into a little 
world there which was quite separate but which one 
could control ... The pleasure of the jar lay in the

^"Absurdity and Suicide," The Myth of Sisyphus and 
Other Assays, p.
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fact that the little glass figure was so delicately 
balanced between opposing forces ... By varying the 
pressure ... you could do anything you liked with the 
glass figure witch was wihUy in your power ... You 
could let it struggle toward the surface, give It almost 
a bit of air then send it steadily, slowly, remoosseessly 
down and down”.?!

GGlding uses here an idea of man as a little woold, a 

microcosm, within a far more poi^ee^if^^l macrocosm, presenting 

consequently the inevitable conHict as a struggle for 

powo. The idea is expanded in his description o^ Marin's 

hallucinations where he is struggling to re-define and 

separate himsslf from this larger woold, expressed in vast 

geographical images of globes and continents,

"Beyond the mass was the round bone globe of the 
world and himself hanging inside ... if he could hit 
some particular mode of inactive being ... he might be 
allcwed ... to float, still and painless in the centre 
o^ the globe ...

He became smai and the globe larger uiHl the 
burning extensions were interplanetary ... Then slowly 
he would sink back into the centre of the globe, shrink 
and float in the middle a dark woold. This became
a rhytbhm that had obtained from all ages and would 
endure so"72

The hopelessness of Martin’s case, consisting in his own 

knowledge of this necessity for some "mode inactive being",

is stated from the first; clearly contrasted too are the 

mdes of attack, the individuals "intelligence", his human 

pattern against the power, presented in physical terms, o^ 

the universe.

^Fincher Marin. chapt. !, p. 6.

72ihld.. chapt. , , pp. *+3-^.
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"*oth  novelists represent this conflict as it were, 

anthropomorphlcally. This is partly for a greater dramatic 

effect, but also to stress more obviously the nature of the 

problem from the point of view of the individual. It is 

seen in both cases in terms of pressure, Both novelists are 

discussing here a particularly typical problem of modern 

fictions its repeated representation of the effects of the 

individual’s awareness of insignificance which leads him, 

in for instance, Kingsley Amis’s or Iris Murdoch’s novels, 

into manufacturing a fabricated grievance against the world 

in general, Golding again states the problem and parodies 

it. His anthropomorphic terms are a further illustration 

of his hero’s supreme humanistic egoism. Golding writes, 

"The squeezing did it, the awful pressure. It was the weight 

of the sky and the air. How can one human body support all 

that weight without bruising into a pulp?”73 and again, "An 

Instant later the light was switched off and the sky fell 

on him. He collapsed under the enormous pressure’ Very 

similar in some respects Is Camus’s account of Meursault’s 

experience; however, quite contrary to Golding’s parody, 

Canns appears to Intend to show this as the nearest approach 

to a metaphysical experience within his humanistic framework, 

7^Ibid., chapt. 9, p» 131*

P^Ibid.. chapt. 13, p. 17 fu
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MeeussuUt says '’ ... the whole beach pulsing with heat, was
pressing on my back. II'Z5’ and «I was conscious only of the

7Thl_oat^de:• p. 63

76Ibid., p.

PPpitcher Marin, chapt. *, p. 50.

aymabla of the sut clashing on my skull and, less distinctly,

of the keen blade o^ light flashing up from the knife .. • 

the sky cracked in two from end to end and a great sheet of 
flame poured down through the rift. n7& incidentally it might 

be noticed here how both GGoding and Camus make use of a 

similar imagery of light, it both cases it has a particularly 

definitive quanty. Golding saecifiialls speaks of " ... 

light that consolidated his personsa-ity, gave it bounds 

atd sanity "77 whhle he shows darkness as being for Marts 

synonymous with non-existence and ainsequantly rlssis. For 

Meeusault too his awareness of and slnsitieirs to light is, 

as has been seen, indicative of t^he particular kind o^ harmony 

which Camus initially represents. Yet as we.1, in both cases, 

the ilsnes, destruction is expressed in this same imagery, 

in Pitcher Marin in the deliberately paradoxical ’black 

lightn^.’. There is, up to this a similarity in the

view the two novelists present of ^he universe in relation 

to man; interpreted by him as harmonious or ruthless but in 

itself supremely powerful in its indifference, as Golding 

mates Maatit say, “'I eonlt claim to be a hero But 1’vi got 
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health and education and Intelligence. I’ll beat you’.
The sea said nothing”.'7,0

It is, however, at this point that the most crucial 

difference between the two authors’ views emerges. For 

Canns the emphasis of the treachery, indifference and point

lessness of the universe is simultaneously an affirmation of 

consciousness with its responsibility, its necessity for 

action, loss of freedom, sacrifice and death. The result is, 

as has been seen, a complete expression of humanism at its 

highest level, which becomes a glorification of the assertion 

of Identity and human consciousness. For Golding, the 

ultimate triumph of the universe lies in the complete 

annihilation of this human consciousness. He describes what 

amounts to his whole thesis in Pincher lartin in his account 

of Martin’s fear of sleep,

” - sleep was a consenting to die, to go into 
complete unconsciousness, the personality defeated, 
acknowledging ••• what is Implicit in mortality, that 
we are temporary structures ... and the carefully 
hoarded and enjoyed personality, our only treasure 
and at the same time our only defence must die into 
the ultimate truth of things, the black lightning 
that splits and destroys all, the positive, unquestion
able nothingness.

Both novels are centred on the theme of death and it 

is in connection with this that both represent the suffering 

^Ibid.. chapt. 5, P*  70.

79lbid.. chapt. 6, p. 83*
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and tettot of their heroes because death involves a final 

liii of _ .identity and consciousness, The fosic difference 

ilis in thc authors' emeahlSs. in Cairns's view it is a 

tragedy, i<onsiltutisg the ultimate mmaSlestltiin of the 

absurd. For Gooding it is the destruction of mun's ar1domin- 

lntly evil assertion of identity.

From the beginning Golding establishes some form of 

transcendence that Camus cannot adm-t. Gooding, is among 

the mlnn)ilty of witcts of modern fiction to insist on the 

existence of leiolutci. These are self-evident in Gooding's 

whole hondemnrion of Marin's view of life, immalcit in the 

contrasting standards Nat and Mary and, of course, in

Mltin'i final struggle with God, This schemi consequenHy 

involves an entirely different framework of reference and 

consequenHy a different sciIc o^ vrluci, in Fincher Mrtin 

they are exempified in thc figures, hardly characters of Nat 

and Mary, Thi description of M^ary might bi noticed,

"the iyis had nothing in common with the mask of flesh that 

nature had fixed on wfhat must ,,, bi a real and invisible 

face ... they were llroc and wise with a wisdom that never 
reached thc surface to bi expressed in speech."8° a deliberate 

contrast with Mrttln'i constant 'mask' of the litorf his 

01iencii, again immalcitls criticised in Naa's inarticulate 

8°ibid.. chapt, 11° p. 135«
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explanations, finally, of course, these values are summed 

up in Nat’s philosophy, ''Take us as we are now and heaven 

would be sheer negation. Without form and void."C1 In 

’fartin’s last defiance, like Camus too, Golding stresses the 

cost of identity, deliberately weighs its value,

"’What do you believe in?’ ...

’The thread of my life.’

’At all costs.

The existence of these standards makes Golding’s conclusion 

inevitable. He explains his intention fully in his own account 

of the theme, "Christopher Hadley Martin had no belief in 

anything but the importance of his own life, ... The greed 

for life which had been the mainspring of his nature, forced 

him to refuse the selfless act of dying.Golding’s 

thesis in Pincher Tartin then is clear enough, an uncompromis

ing condemnation of the outcome of undiluted humanism.

In the light of this, the ambiguity that critics have 

found in the figure of Pincher Martin seems a misinterpretat

ion of Golding’s whole intention, Margaret Valters for inst

ance, after admitting the logicality of the conclusion with 

its final emphasis on the real meaning of Nat’s words, writes, 

"This is coherent enough: and yet the dominant 
imaginative impression the book makes upon us is neither

'Ibid.. chapt. 5, p. 63.
f2Ibid.. chapt. 13, p. 180.

83Quoted by S. Hynes, /111lam Golding., p. • 
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the inadequacy of ’nun's personal resources to achieve 
Salvation, not the ignooility of his preoccupation with 
his own smll existence. We feel, rather, the resource 
and courage - the vitality - in Maarin's fight for life, 
?yen as ve recognise his egoism; in fact the egoism, which 
thc book claims damns him, emerges as a necessary condit
ion of that vitality. Such a struggle for life caimot, 
I think,’ serve as an image of darnntion and spiritual 
death; ’’W

That, in Good ding's view none of the ’’courage’’ and ’’vitality” 

in the figure of Maatin is necessary or even comenhdtle, is 

clearly emphasised in the figure of Nat. Hynes is right 

howevvr, in saying that Golding poses the question of an 

apparent moral dieemma, "on what grounds can we condemn 
those qual-itles by which man surzivve'?'1"^ But Golding asks 

it deliberately as being at the core of the whole problem 

of humanism and preoccupation with it. He uses it as an 

instance of contemporary moral equivocation, in somewihat 

the same way in wiich Camus attacks the interpretation of 

human freedom to which existenntalist philosophy gave rise, 

saying, "the absurd does not liberate, it binds. It does 

not authorise all actions, “Ever^ything is perm^ed” does 
not mean that nothing is fnbiddii,”hht theory which he

%f. Waalers, “Two Fabbulsts, Gooding and Cams" p. 25. 

»S. Himes, mllan Golding. p. 25.
8CCamus, "The Abjrord Man, Don Juanism” 'Jhe Hrth of 

QV?tqrmvs.
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Hl^usti^at^es in Meursault's crime. In the figure of Pincher 

Mrtin and espeeCally in his increasing suffering and terror, 

Golding answers the question inrnistrkerbly. Farther, it seems 

to destroy the impact of Gooding's argument to see Martin 

mmeely as a generalised prepoostion about human nature. 

The effectiveness of Gooding's thesis lies in Murt^n's 

concreteness. Golding has admttedly had a particularly 

difficult task in that he mist show simultaneously an 

exceptionally insistent, assertive and positive identity 

together with its inevitable disintegration. Tlhit he does 

succeed in this might be proved by cornmaring Maar in with the 

far more abstract impression of the hero of The Ouusider. 

Murton's comi*tiiee,  even condemned as it is, is far more 

convincing than Meeutault*a  approved one. Finally, Golding 

himmslf says of Maatin that he is, "a fallen man ... Very 

much fallen - ha's fallen more than moot. In fact, I went 

out of my way to damn Pincher as much as I could by making 
him the most unpleasant, the nastiest -type I could think of."®®

Hjrnes. "Pincher is an embodiment of a preposit
ion about human nature, rather than an individual ...

But this generalised quality in the central figure 
is also the principal limitation of the novel. Pincher is 
not a credible, individualised character as we understand 
character in most fiction;" ViOliam Gooding* p. 32.

^Quoted by S. Hjyies, Wimm Goring, pp. 31-32.
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This should be the final impression of Maat-in, a completn 

condemnUm, without sympathy, equivocation or excuse.

The remirkableness of Gooding’s position might be 

finally empphaised. in Fincher Marin he connradicts what 

has in many ways become the crucial thesis o^ modern fiction. 

in Maarin’s hallucinations, his attempts to impose his own 

reality, he points out the futility of any reliance on the 

individual and subjective approach that has become one of the 

ethics of moiern fiction. The enrlei o^ Sartre and Cams, 

John ’Jain, Angus Wilson or iris Murdoch ' s struggle heroically 

against the confusion and clmeleeity of the woold, exempplfied 

as a whole for instance in Nigel Derrnns’s Cards of ideeHty. 

Golding is among the few to point out that it is the 

individual himsslf who produces this confusion, and that these 

tovinists are, in fact, dealing with a msconceived problem.
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GUILT Am) JUSTICE iK TiT FALL AND FREE FALL

Both C-ams’s atd GGoding’s novels, in common w.th 

many of those of their contemaPOistSes, have a certain altal 

of unltsl atd 1srlsilatlis. The somewhat strained Logic of 

The Ou aider, the presentation o^ one mode of thought in 

tums of another, and the n(neeL’a awkward resolution are 

ineiattlel of a certain IstllLlatutl eiscomaoot. Even 

GoOdlng’a affirmation of absolutes somehow fails to produce

• any adequate sissi of balance. His tapsntai is too lmaaitic. 

Cams’a towels may show a paradox that Is as awlkward answer 

to a simultaneous rejection asd affirmation of slItriel 

values. On the other htnd5GcOdeng’a protest asd ansdlmtLtinn 

are too vindictive in proportion to his absolutes, Lfaile the 

caaals o^ this obvious aslaal are ma.tfnle asd cannot be 

gummed up cintausively, nevertheless it might possibly be 

derived, at least partially, from the motoim t(nellst’s 

undoubted preoccupation with the ideas oi*  gdlt asd justice.

3™!^^, in his eiscasslin motors French f1iricm

says, " ... the sissi of glalr is ... vague. It is as alL- 

pervasive, generic, stbSect1ee, Largely usaccnultable feeling 

of culptSiits, presenting all the symptom of a new mal de
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ftlflCXs*1 he to It ^rthemore as an ,’ob^sessiQa ...
(as something to be born but also to be cultivated), this 

sense of imaginary debits and lmpending punishments ... *’** 

its prevalence Is in fact particularly remarkable throughout 

the works o^ Kafka, Saatre, "rltaux, Maurac, Kooesier, 

Cams, and again, although perhaps someiwiat differently^’ 

many English contemporary a(oeSl9i9<l3 Brommert stresses Its 

ubiquitous and penneratiag nature and also its latangibbllty, 

q^^aities exerapplfied in Kaflca»s The Trt<r.. welch is not only 

a satire on the nature of justice but also an indictment of 

the individual. The giHt of Kfce's hero aeccesStrtsi his 

inevitable condemnation although it is elusive, unspecified, 

no legal crime, but is inherent in him^s^e^f, Koossier, too, 

in his Arrival and □oepaturg, in the final surarary of the 

last Judgement, smpharSiSi the same genaeta.ity, the same 

collective gdlt and the same situation in which the crime 

is irrelevant but the guHt rutomirlcnlly assumed,

'victor B!rQ■o)brr, JZtw Jfrtenectanl Hero. Stadia in 
The Fteach. Kovel lFFE-lgm?. ^hll’lelphii’ and Fcv York; J. B. 
Lippincott Company 1961;, p» in

?Jbjd.. p. 1M+.

3G^in^ln in his Poglt War British Action discusses the 
preoccupation with class in the contemporary E^a^glih novel 
emphhrSilng the more pragmitic and material otic direction 
o^ its expression of guilt in Kingsley Amis or John Wan’s 
nowls.
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* acJuse X *’s rnar! ••• complicity in every murder
and crime of present, past and future.*  »T!e never killed 
J ny 2 8ald tbe defender. ’The flies he did not kill 
Drought pestilence to a whole province*,  said the 
Prosecutor. ...

Some were punished because they issued orders, 
oilors because they obeyed, some because they clung to 
their lives, others because they died bravely for the 
wrong cause; the afflicted were punished for their 
afflictions and the healthy for their health ...

Jome were condemned, some were acquitted, others are 
or probation,, and yet It doesn’t seem to make any 
difference?’’ h

The the-'e of guilt and judgement is intensified 

throughout by the insistent use of legal terminology beyond 

the need cf fictional realism. Legal expressions, "condemned” 

"accused”, "acquitted", "evidence" "prosecution" "judge” are 

deliberately over-emphasised much as they are in Eafka’s 

ihe Trial. This points to a further aspect of the theme. 

A whole calculated framework Is foried. The action takes 

place within, and in terms of, this. Other more familiar 

frameworks, social or topological, are subordinate, '/bile 

the actual situation of a trial raay not be used as it is In 

the two navels just mentioned, its implications, attributes 

and terminology inform a large proportion of modem fiction. 

In Camus’s and Golding’s novels this technique is particularly 

clearly seen. In The Fall Camus discards the device of the 

trial which he used In The Outsider, but retains the frame

work, Incorporating all the figures, the accused, the prosecutor

S. Koestler, Arrival an3 ~coarture« (London^ Jonathan 
Cape 9 19**5) * PP« 179-1??•
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defendr and judge Into one composite figure In Clamence. 

Golding In Free Fall confines himself to, as it were, a 

speech by the defendant, but the same legal terminology is 
obvious throughout; "I acquit him’’6, "I am a man who ... 

sits in judgement"7, "I was innocent of guilt,”5 "Judges, 

sentences and passes on”.^ lie uses too some of the outward 

attributes of the scheme, the prisoner, the cell and the 
Interrogator.

^Camus’s remarking of Dostoevsky’s words In his 
jlarv of a Writer might be noticed for their similarity to 
Clarence’s function In The Fall. "In my Indisputable 
capacity of plaintiff and defendant, of judge and accused, 
I condemn that nature which, with such Impudent nerve, brought 
me into being In order to suffer - I condemn It to be 
annihilated with me" "Absurd Creation" The 'brth of Sisyphus 
and Other Assays, p. 7P.

'''Free gall. p. 78.

7Thld.. p. 78« 
~Tbld.. p. ?8.

9lbtd.. p. ?53.

1CTbld.. p. ?51.

It wight be noticed here that in ~ree Fall Golding 

appears to have retracted to a large extent, the extremity 

of his views as they are expressed In bls three earlier 

novels. This novel Is a particularly striking contrast to 

Plncher Martin in that Golding’s outlook here appears far 

less dogmatic. He says for Instance, e are neither the 
Innocent nor the wicked, we are the guilty",^ an ambiguity 

that he might not have been willing to admit earlier, but
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Is, to som^ extnnt, ^stained in The Spire. Among 
G^oldng’s z^velg hwe’er, Free Fall Is rem rRabb’ fimt to 

this admission and inclusion of, arnbbigiuty and relntlvet^y; 

secondly in that it deals wte an individual ilnscllUineii 

involved in a more o^rvusly social as well as the universal 

context of the other novels. Hynes remarks on ’’the density 

and detail of its social texture"!! and this is one of the 

m>st strikirg aspects of the novel. There are some obvious 

parallels between GGodtog’s social preoccupations in Lord of 

the FUgg and Free ?an. Tn the former howeevr, man’s giilt 

is examined on a broader and more simpUfied scale; and further

more, artificially isolated, a device that tuto’mtically 

removes sow initial ambbiguty. One of the commonst 

critiessms of Golding is directed towards his oieIt.sirapllflo

at ion. in Free . Pall he has attempted a far greater social 

realism wilch concerns itself wte the initial arguments of 

his previous ientertlsatIoti. The questions of communism 

and totaliaaritni8m discussed in Lord .. of . the .Flini. arc seen 

at closer range, in a more natural ilmpPlelty in Free FaUx 

the theme of war is discussed and analysed ratter than, as in 

Lord of the Flcs. simply presented. Questions of class, and 

opportunism are seen within their social context, not through 

an isolated and distorted consciousness as in Fincher "artin.

"Sync, '-11! ^m GgWee. p. 53.
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Golding’s Intention Is to place special emphasis on the concern 

with society that Is one of the main foundations of this theme 
of guilt.

This connection Is not of course, new in that It la 

equally one of the nineteenth century novel. Both Balzac and 

George Hot, for Instance, were concerned with the guilt 

Inherent In materialism and social opportunism; Zola and 

Dickens with that caused by economic expansion. All of them, 

however, were working within what was still3realistic social, 

moral and fictional framework. It Is notable, however, that 

the twentieth century novelist, having demolished any 

establishment, seems even more acutely aware of the theme. 

Re has set up a sche of relative values, but, like Camus, 

affirms his moralistic attitude the more emphatically. Sartre 

says of Camus, for Instance, ” His obstinate humanism, narrow 

and pure, austere and sensual, waged an uncertain war against 

the massive and formless events of the time ... Through his 

dogged rejections he reaffirmed ... against the idol of 

realism, the existence of the moral issue".That this is 

possible has been seen from The Outsider. but •***<.  It also 

Implies some contradiction. As Clndln puts it,"In one way 

the contemporary writer Is more limited than many of his 

predeccessors have been, for often his experience leaves him

1'Jean-Paul Sartre, "Tribute to Albert famus" In
Cum, A Collection of critical Jasays. p. 173.
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little room for cosmic visions or grand moral syntheses. The 

cOTtemDorary English witer is apt to be suspicious of any— 

thing that sounds like an abstract idei^l’. ’3 He is referring 

here specifically to EnnUsh fiction, but it points to the 

same awareness of a certain inclmatlbblity of thought. 

Golding expresses the problem exactly in Free Fall in the 

Interview between Sammy and H0.de, ’’Everything was relative, 
best

nothing absolute. Then who was moot likely to know wluat is best 

to do? I, abashed before the kingship of the human face, or 

Halde behind the matter’s desk, In the Judged throne, Halde 
at once human and superior".^

In place of the old established scheme, the twertieth 

century norveist has set up what is, against this assertion 

of relativety and instability, a necessarily hy^olheVical 

system o^ mooraity that involves a paradox like the one 

expressed above. Golding describes here an apparently 

incompaible yet existing rvlatIonthip between relativity 

and Justice. It is perhaps significant that Camus too expresses 

a very similar idea,

’You never believed in the meening of this wold, and you 
therefore deduced the Idea that everything was equivalent 
and that good and evil could be defined according to one’s 
wishes. You supposed that in the absence of any human 
or divine code the only values were those of the animuaL

13j. Gindin, Post War British Fiction, p. 106. 

i‘^mrw Ftai. p. 150

H0.de
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vn?f. * ••• once you annalueld that man ros negligible 
and that his sou could be killed, that ... the only 
pursuit for the Individual ws the adventure of power ... 
Ana, to tell the . rluri, T, believing I thought as you 
did, saw so valid argument to answer you except a fierce 
Iovi of justice, wiich, after all, seemed to me ... 
ut^ltao^tabll.

’Mere lay the difference? ... Simply that you saw the 
Injustice of our conddtlon to the point o^ being willing 
tn add to It, wwreas It seemed to me that one rust 
exalt justice It order to fight against Injustice ... 
This world has at llt5r the rsari of man asd our task 
is to provide its justiflcttiot against fate Itself;'!?

It can be siis that Camus sees this rorality’ as band on 

justice, the vital Link aoTs^ecta It with mas atd

aOTsequuntly a hummntst ethic. This aleas to be the Clisest 

Camus ever comes to as explanation of the paradox.

Brnrm>brt itrlsaslts the w^ole preoccupation with 

guit and justice as a rejection o^ hammlaa, "The values n^ 

a traditional humanism sum, for the first time to be seriously 
questioned'!^ is. also, "The va^e nf a l1terttasl given 

over to analysis no longer appears stt1sfaatiss at a tmrne 

when the individual sicde. nises the priority o^ aillear1ee 

issues’!? This is obviously only very aatrltlIy true wuere 

Camus is concerted. Oams’s humatij^^ as has bees siis from 

the beginning in The O^slder has been related tn as essential 

human sil1earlrs♦ but 3rDnablrla statement .0^ serve tn

^"Letters tn A German Friend" R.31atance RIsIIIds 
and Path, p. 22.

^BrnT^eet, The Istellec'tutl :'ero. p. 13p.

LPtS!... p. 137.
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smpParSsc, not the rejection of humanism, but rather a 

closer approach to Camas's own kind, a turning away from a 

solitary affirmation of existence to a sense of obligation 

and teip<onilblity. Camas's The.Fall and GGOding's Free Fan 

show this shift in emihhrS.i particularly clearly. in The 

Qllt^eur3aaSl,i relation to society is seen throughout 

in terms of his own develop^t, in The ,Fall it is ClLrItsnce»i 

debt, obligation and teipooaiibifty towards society that is 

em>harSied. Girard, for instance, describes The Fall as 

”en un certain sens, c’ost comma une rSplique et uno rSponse 

1 L^ran^r"18 in Fincher F°^tia, too, Golding is ^rt^u^rly 

concerned wth the problem o^ individual identity. in Free 

FaLl he dlscsisei his hero as participating in society and 

judges him in terms of his tsiPonaSbblity. These then arc 

some of the main general questions that arise concerning the 

theme o^ g^SL^<t> its pervasive-, generalised nature, often 

indefinable but wiere defined found to conniit in the 

existence o^ a certain moral am>blglSty within a judicial 

scheme o^ reference wiich sets up its own standards o^ mmoal 

discipline, together with a specifically social emmbhais and 

collective rsipomibbllty. In every case the problems remain 

largely unresolved. Similarly both GGOding's Iree Ffll and

l^Rene Girard, "Camis's Stranger Retried" PXLiA. 
vol. LXCIX, No. 5. Dec. 196U.
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Camis's Xhs Fail do little more than state the problems 

involved, but they deal With posssbiiities, questions and 

implications that consSitute a particularly thorough examina

tion of some of the various aspects of these problems. Tn 

attitude nr d subject ma tter they are in many ways remarkably 

similar, their difference often lying in the outcome and 
success of their fictional treatment*

loth novdlsts present the problem through the dilenm 

of the hero. Cumis's representation is in every way the more 

strictly logical and integrated, yet the simiiarities between 

Sammy Mcnuitjoy in Egea Fan and Claraence in ihe Fall are 

peurticularly striking. Both are represented as moral criminals 

both gUlty o^ a crime which was the result o^ a logical 

egoiim setting the values of personal freedom against those 

of responsSiillty. Cams's representation of Clarence as 

haunted and self-onddemned is echoed exactly in Sammy's words 

in free Fall.

"I am a burning amteiur, tom by the irraticrnal and incoherent, 
violently searching and self-onndmned"l•9

and again,
"i am one of you. a haunted man - haunted by Wmt or 
whom? And this is my cry; that i have walked among 
you in intellectual freedom and you never tried to 
seduce me from it ... i am your brother in both senses 
and since freedom was my curse i threw the dirt at you 
as i might pick at a sore which will not break out and

19Erac Fall*  p. %
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klllM?0

The canals and streets of Amsterdam In The Fall are shown as 

hopelessly entangling and imprisoning Clamence. The same 

effect of confusion 13 given In rree Fall by Sammy’s state

ment, "The gravelled paths of the nark radiated from me:and 

all at once I was overcome by a new knowledge. I could take 

whichever I would of those paths".It might be noticed 

that In both cases the hero’s compulsive speech establishes 

a direct relationship with the reader, and in doing so 

emphasises by entangling the reader the idea of collective 

guilt and responsibility. It emphasises also, specifically 

the hero’s awareness of his own inextricable implication. 

One point, however, emerges from these passages. There Is a 

specific emphasis on the Intellectual, which plays a large 

part for both Golding and Camus In the whole problem of 

guilt.

The "Intellectual freedom" against which Sammy protests 

in retrospect, Is a great part of the Intellectual dilemma 

as Golding 3ees It. In many ways it Is an extension of his 

castigation of Intelligence, will, human ’mowledge and educa

tion, superficial attributes of the Intellectual. In Free 

Fall however he examines the question in far greater detail

^Ibld.. p. 13rlh.

21Ibid.. p. 5.
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and social implication and maintains a far less dogmatic 

attitude towards its ambiguity. Towards the end of the novel 

Sammy says, 'I understood instantly how we lived a contradict

ion 4Throughout the novel Golding makes a major issue of 

the division between science, by which he means broadly 

intellectualism in general, and belief. Sammy discovers no 

ultimate possibility of unity” ... both worlds are real. 

There is no bridge’.rhlle this is Sammy’s and not 

necessarily Golding’s, conclusion, nevertheless it shows 

Golding’s awareness of the real difficulty and importance 

of the problem. The whole question of intellectualism is 

inextricably bound up with the predominantly social 

preoccupation inherent in the theme of guilt. It extends 

over the major collective social Issues of politics, socialism, 

communi am and war, and on a more general scale a scientific 

or rationalist view of life as opposed to a religious one.

Brombert points out the increasing guilt of the 

intellectual in modern fiction, his growing uneasiness at 

what appears to be the ambiguity of his position. 

Golding has always been extremely cautious about the extent 

of the artists’(which he Intends in its broadest ter^s)

??Ibld.. p.

?3Ibld.« p. ?53.

^Brombert, The Intellectual Hero, chapt. 8. "The
Age of Guilt” pp. 13'7-1'%
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commtttme^n(» He sees R in terms of a frarnwork l^^

and ^ra permanent than any by purely clntvmIp)rary

PTO1!©^ or That he .s, howevr, very raurh

aware of these problems is evident from the preoccupations 

of his novels as has been seen in the case of Plneher Matin 

alone, ?rog FftJLX similarly is a particularly clear example 

of his awareness of the contemporary problem of gHlt, and 

wh.le the issue for Gooding at least, ultimately rests with 

the individual, not the type, nevertheless he is dealing, 

as Sartre and Simone de Bauudr, Marara, Mauiac and Camis, 

with the position and ivtpoIhtbil1ty of the Intellectual in 
general,

Sammy Is presented from the beginning of the novel 

as an intellectual and as an artist. Two things which 

simU.tthvously separate him from and impPicate him in, society, 

Ke says of himssef, ''I was not an ordinary man, I was at once , 
more than most and lvss"^ Golding empMa^es here first of 

all the difference of the Intellectual! secondly his 

ambiguous attiutde towards this difference, a mixture of 

pride and iiuIL;, the same quutit1vs that characterise

^GGoli1h^l ^eaks of the wlter’s "hon-professiohtl 
engagement in current affairs. I should think the ’ Martst 
idea of total engagement has been blown on. even in Rusia. 
... So much for current affairs. The distinction between 
them and the general human background is vague, felt by the 
mvllst rather than defined. But w^at Is apparent to him - 
dare one say to him rather than most — Is that current affairs 
are only expressions of the basic human cond^ion waere his 
true business lies” "••Tltvit in their Age" London Mr a zinc, p.h-3

?6£rea_Fal>, p. 150
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Claner.ee in "52,1*  oldlng himself speaks of ’’man’s 

extraordinary mixture of hubris and humility"^ an Idea which 

is of course one of the principal themes of both Free Fall and 

£■£ t is seen similarly in The Spire. in the figure

of Jocelln but without the same social and Intellectual 

emphasis as in Free Fall. 3y his difference the Intellectual 

is represented as being in ar uneasy and ambiguous state. 

He is neither one thing nor tho other. Sartre’s principal 

character 'atthleu In The 'Reprieve gives much the same 

impression and part of Sammy’s Ineffectiveness on a fictional 

level may be the result of Golding’s attempt to convey this 

impression. There Is no romantic idealisation of the artist, 

no sense of privilege. Sammy’s function of artist is 

represented at Its worst as a source of embarrassment and 

misinterpretation, parodied and reduced in his last meeting 

with *'188  Pringle*  The artist’s, and the Intellectual’s 

feeling of his own pointlessness and superfluity is emphasised 

and also his necessary discomfort, "Happiness isn’t your 

business"^ At best his work is regarded merely professionally. 

It is seen as comparatively unimportant and entirely relative 

In comparison with a much wider scheme. The whole examination 

of the questions shows the abandonment of any idea of art as

Writers In their Age" London :arazlne*>« .
?p”ree Fall, p. ?3>>.

Claner.ee
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an end In Itself.

ta as tatag wore aDnaertld with ’^jjta^’
•ocial and ittlLIliraat.29 folC.tg eiscusses tta Wiota 

quaatinn of tita tatal.^taal’s aDmaattmaln. ”y^y ^^i. i 

bother abDut tats? “ am an artist.I cas wear wtat tat I

Like. You taiow of me, Sammy MonuttJny, I tasg in tta Tata. 

You would forgive me any tat. I could be a cmt-dbal. But I 

want to war a tat in private. I want to understand. The 

grey faces peer over my shoulder. Nothing cat expunge or 
exorcise them. My art is not enough for ne”3® y^e 

artistla romantia freedom is set against his inlsctpaell 

gHlt asd his rlsaor!nSiSilrs, a rl8aonsiiSilrs that is 

criticised too for Its selfishness.

Goldisg’s ’ayataaa, are the (then) contemporary 

preoccupations of the Intellectual' Coaamnt.am, Soc'caHsm, 

Nazism asd Rationalism. Cornmnism Golding presents as a 

system whose ideals cat abaose the ambiguous gumt of the 

1ttalLlirutl, satisfy his seed fnr commitment asd apparently 

repudiate his difference, ’’Then was a certain generosity 

in being a aDmaanfsS; a alnse of martyrdom and a sissi of

29'i-j have hung all systems nn the waa.1 like a row nf 
useless hats” Ibid., p. 6.

3OXU1S1., p. 7.
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purpose 31 He connects as Caws r.so does to some

extent in The.-.Fril yWth the gUt of basically bourgeois 

ideals t W at fund sow expiation under the spurious id^r^’tiri- 

cation with the proOeearirt. in his parody of the mcovewnt 

Golding shows the participation and not rs any

real escape from a bourgeois giUt but rs an even deeper 

indication in a personal gUt that misused ideals and 

co’TOmttod intenseturissm for hyoocriical and selfish ends. 

He dsmiontt,atss the irony of Sanwy's statement, "We were 

co'ilua.sti and our private life', was" our own concern”^?

As a poOltical system Golding represents this as 

more or less unreal, mi ch of the gUt is still theoretical. 

Tn his treatment of war, howevvr, the issues are clarified 

and far more pointedly viihhrSiivd. This conaiitstsi in one 

wry rt least GGOding's most thorough vxaminatioa of a 

generalised and collective guit, removed to sone extent from 

a purely individual level. There is first of all the figure 

of Faide. He is a comiPetv lntelleitsrl as Sammy is nott 

the epitome of the evils of intellectuals^ taken to their 

logical conclusion. He is shown as representing a kind of 

intellectually corrupt civilisation. "He was ... inviting me

31ibid.. p. 125.

3gibjd.. p. 1?6.
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to lift this affair above the vulgar brawl into an atmosphere 
clvl^sed men °ght come t° some arrangement. AU^nce

I dreaded that he should find me untCvVlised".^ is a

civilisation that is self-conscious and disillusioned, hope

lessly aware of its own position, justifying itself With, 

impPlclt in all these things, the overwhelming consciousness 

of its giUt, as in Halde’s words to Sammy,

n ' ■ 'ar is findamment^Hy immoral ...
One mist be for or agaanst. I made my choice With 

mich difficulty but I have made it ... Accept; such 
international lmnoraalty ... and all unpleasantnesses 
are possible to man. You and I, we know what wartime 
morUty amounts to. ■ Ve have been crmmlllts after 
Hl. The end justifies the moans ... We have given 
ourselves over to a kind of social machine. I am In 
the power of my machine; and you are in my power*  
absolutely. ■ ;e arc both degraded by this ... "3*

Golding demomtrates the co^ppaa^tiive ease with which, within 

his own terms, the Intellectual can be malipuated and the 

consequent failure of Us intelligence; how Us own rlrlil- 

llislticn, his idealsm and Us humanism can be used against 

him. Hide Is shown as being fully conscious of this and in 

this lies his guit, ’'a man who would know when betrayal was 

not betrayal and won one mut break a rule, an oath, to 
serve a MgbBr txuth "35 Halde takes a deaperate refuge

33Ibld.. p. 137.
31>Ibld.. p. 1UO.

35ibld.. p. 1>3. 
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beMad the c^Umporery relativity, conasituting ar ^telUct- 

ual abnegation of responnsiility. ''You know, ... history wil 

be quite unab:le to rarwel ^he tangle of circunstances between 

you and me. Wich of us is right? , . . Either of us? neither? 

The problem is insoluble, even if they could understand our 

reservations, our snatched judgemens, our sense o^ tzuth 

being nothing but an infinite regression, a shifting island 
in the middle of ch^s ..."36 Goldtog demoontrates here the 

intellectual's moral uneasiness as being out o^ all proportion 

to his rationalist philosophy, an intellectual temptation 

to which Heide has succumbed. The whole question is again 

inside the framework of justice with Palde as an uncomfort

able, unwiling and gWlty judge, in a false position, himself 
judged and condemned.

Sammy's gWlt is smwiat different. Halde is deliber

ately depersonalised so that Golding can empthtite his mental 

gdlt the more easily; Sammy's on the other hand is shown as 

spiritual. in his inability to face the reality of himsef, 

the loss of his supposed freedom his guit is represented 

as not less culpable than Hide's. H's suffering and punish- 
3Xm»nt expressed not merntlly but physsca-lly in torture and 

imprisonment, "But the Mais mirrored the dilemma o^ my spprlt 

in which not the unlocking o^ the door was the problem but 

the wil to step across the threshold since outside was only 

Halde, no noble drop from a battlerent but immured in dust 

3SIbid». p. 151
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behind barbed wire, wis prison inside prison’^ 

Contrasted with these systems is the idealised 

social! sm of Mck Shales. Golding emphhsises its honesty 

and selflessness but makes the point that these Qualities 

come only frcm Nick's own personal sense of aeshomiililty, 

itself not part of the same rationiissm is his own rationalistic 

universe. The difference is demoonsirated by Sammy's inter

pretation, "My deductions from Nick's llloglcally adopted 

system were logical. There is no spirit, no absolute. There

fore right and wrong are a parliamentary decision ...

Wy should not Sammy's good be what Sammy decides?..There are 
dre 

no moorIs that can be deduced from natural sclencejonly 

immoals ... MLna was an amora, a savage place in wiich nan 

was trapped w.thout hope, to enjoy what he could while it was 
going’’^ however, shows Sammy as instinctively

aware of the limitations of Nick's aatiotallst, sclent1fic 

universe that w-ould absolve him from all gdlt.

it is at this point that the real amblgrtty of the 

problem appears. in his article ’’Distaste for the 

Contemphnary'’ Marin Green accuses Gooding of being reactionary, 

37ibld.. p. 171.

3fibld.. p. ??6.
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ceiling him "A belated recruit to the ranks of those witers 

• .. who have triumph^nTy rejected science and hygiene, 

liberalim^ and progress"39 He discusses Gooding's play The 

Brass Butterfly in which Golding attributes part of man's 

gu.lt to the progress of mcoiem science, speaking of all the 

"unrst, ferment, fever, dislocation, disorder, Wild 
experinent and catastrophe,"1* *’ and says finally that;, "Gold^g 

is perhaps the moot extreme example of that sullen distaste 

for the contemporary which Snow describes as cankering mcoieim 

literary intellectuals and as deriving from the rejection 
of sclemje."* 1 Green's claim is in any case invalid in that 

Gooding, Wiile aware of its problems, does not attack progress 

itself, it is also obvious from Free Fall that he does not 

in the end reject science, ratoonalisrn and all that goes 

with it. While Sammy appears to reject it in favour of 'beHef', 

and wiile GGoding's insistence on the distinction between 

good and evil, his whole theological framework rejects its 

impllcations, at the end Sammy can still say, "The law o^ 

succession, statistical probabbiity. The mral order. Sin 

and Remorse. They are all true. Both worlds exist side by

39’lartln Green, "Distas^ for tfie Contemppraay,"
Nation. 190 p» *5** 

^Ibid^ p.

*1ibid.. p. U5U.
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side. They m^elt In me. We have to satisfy the examiners In 
both worlds at mce”. ’r Some further discussion of GGoding’s 

theolog^a!, as opposed to his social framework will be 

necessary, but first It night be useful to compare Ccxaus’s 

view of the gHlt o^ the intellectual in The Fan.

The concerning the supposedly personal,

tutlbiolrap]hLctl element in the novel, that Camus was 

possibly satirising his own Intellectual position and that 

C^f^’rence Is a self-poliralt, are largely a question of 

literary controversy too complex and ambiguous to be strictly 

relevant here. Gi^r^rd’s suggestion that The Fall is an 

allegory o^ Camis’s own literary past and that In It Camus 

is ivmolithing tf^t had become a cult of his own Ideals may 
have some i'ou^atiOT^S ^t K .s obvious from Caimis^ own 

words that this was never Intended to be the central issue 

it became. In a preface he answers the autobiographical 

SpecclUatilnt wth an assertion of his objectivity, ’’’Some 

were dreadfully insulted and quite seriously thought the 

author to have held up as a model such an i.ammlitL character 

as A Hero Our Time others shrewdly noticed. that the

^Free FaLL. p*2*+ V.

^Rene Girard, "Camis’s Stranger Retrled ’ 1 P ’:.LaA. 
vol. LXXIX. No. ’. Occ. 196b-.
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author had portrayed himself and his acquaintances ...

A ■ JBirQ Qf■ Qur Tjrne, gisntlemen, is in fact a portrait, biut n°t 

of an individual; it is the aggregate of the vices °f our 
generation in their fullest expression*".^1 To see the novel 

as a purely personal, closed literary satire not only maces 

its admitted ambbguuty even more imppnnereble but is a total 

misconception of its scale and moral imPlcation. it would 

be reducing it to much the same level as Simone de Beuvvir’s 

The Manarlne whose argvrarnn, whhle perhaps vp to a certain 

point, portraying well the dUemma of the intellectual, loses 

considerable force by reason of its personal literary 

aH^u^s^^^^^e^ness so that its ideals degenerate into merely topical 

controversy.

Camus is as preoccupied as his contornpprraieswith 

the Whole question of the intellectual, but has a far morn 

complex view than they, and, Whle fully aware of his guilt 

and discrepancies refuses to join the general precipitous 

condemntion. Gooding, as has been seen, is perpetually 

miittrissful, seeing the p^ssli^ii^lities for the abuse of 

intellectualism and intelligence, rather than its bennmts. 

Part of the unease of Free Fall comes from its doser and 

possibly more honest, examination than elsewhere in his 

novels. Camus, howeevr, steadily mant-ains his faith in the 

^C'amus quoted by P. ThcKiy, Albert raru!s 19H-19&. 
p. 17?.
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inherent goodness and ladlipenairblL.ty of intelligence. in 

of Intelligence he gives a particularly clear 

summary of the contemporary reaction and of his own position , 

'At the same time throughout civilised ■'.stopv the 
excesses of iatslligeacs and the faults of the intellect - 
url wire being pointed out. intellectuals the^slTes, 
by an interesting reaction were not the last to join 
the attack, ^everywhere philosophies of instinct were 
dQWnant and, along with them, the spurious roiLnaiclsi 
that prefers feeling to understanding as if the two 
could be separated ... For i know as weei as anyone 
that the intellectual isa dangerous animal ever ready 
to betray. Hut that is not the right kind of 
latslligencs f . . And there is no freedom without 
iatslligencs.l♦5

Tn the NoOeboobs he has a passage on. the same subject with, 

in addition, some simiarity to his use of CLamence in ^he 

LaU,

"An iatslleitsrl? Yos, and new deny it - An 
intellectual is someone w^ose mind watches itself. 
i like this because i am happy to be both halves, 
the wrtcher and the witched, "Can they be brought 
together?" This is a practical question. We must 
get down to it, "i dvsplsvklatelliseacs" really means, 
"i cannot boar my d(OlSbgi”"^

Hcorevcr in The "all Camus does deal fully wth the 

questions of contemporary intellectual giUt. Like Golding 

be deals with the bourgeois society, poOltical ideas of 

totrllaalialSim and wth wir. Throughout he folltws the 

same technique of imposing one attHude on. another which has

,*;Ccamss, "Defence of iatelligeace" Resistance, 
r^Mon and Iteath. pp. ^?-9»

^camus, notebooks. p*  2f.
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resulted in so much am^lfg^u.ty and PiLlnlerpretltlrl. Clamence 

says at the beginning that he is "pleading a case."1*?  but 

It is both for and against society. He condemns the 

crooPacency, even in its imooallty, of the lnl,geelsie, 

'middle class creatures wio have copi here ... out 
o^ my*lrmon^a  or stupidity. Through too much or too 
little imag Nation, in short. Hevverheless I find 
them more mcnal than the others those who kill 
in the bosom of the family by attriton. Haven’t 
you noticed that our society is organised for this 
kind of liquidation? Ydl, thats wiat their 
rrglallsatiol is. Do you want a goal, clean life? 
Like everybody else? You say yes of course. — 
"O.K, You’ll be cl eaned up. Here's a job, a fam.ly 
and organised liesure activities". Hut I am unjust.
I slrUldn • t.say their organisation. It Is ours 
after all.^

Clammce himmelf Is depicted rhrluglrut as a practical 

example of the wiole class. The entire situation Is 
described as a "mldle-cll3s hell""^ Yet there is both 

understanding and sympathy in his - or Camis's, sarcasm, 

"From leaving their heavy tread on the damp paveime^ 
from seeing them move heavily between their shops full 
of glided herrings and jewels the colour of dead 
leaves, you probably think they are here this evening? 
... You take these good people for a tribe of syndics 
and m^e^r^l^ia^lts cointing their gold crowns with their 
chances of eternal life. You are wrong. Holland 
Is a dream ... of gold and smoke ... And night and 
day that dream is peopled with Lohen^rlns like

^7He fail’ p. I1*.

Ybid.. p. 7. .

^?TlbLd.. p. 1*+.
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Th?Ur he8d? in their copper-coloured clouds, 
they dream; they cycle ln circles, they pray, 
sonnanhullsta in the fog’s gilded incense ... They have 
gone thousands of idles away, toward Java, the distant 

?L?ray to those grimacing gods of Indonesia 
14they have decorated all their shop windows ... 

al1ghting ... on the signs and stepped roofs to remind 
those homesick colonials that Holland is not only the 
Europe o^ mrohants but also the sea, the sea that 
leads to fl^jja^ngo and to those islands v' 're ten die mad and happy"50

Ths constitutes Camis's most detailed treatment of the 

question of the giilt of the burgeeisle ln The Fall- a 

picture of a particular society that is the background of 

the whole novi. The values and ideals depicted here are the 

ones Wiich damence, and sometimes Ca~ms, assume ln their 

audience, Yet Wh.le emphhassing in these details o^ their 

hypocrisy, maeeialism, self-deception and selfish idealim, 

the extent of their guuit, Camus points out not only his own 

implication, but also the fact that the scorn of Cla™^e^c(?,

Who is ln no position himsslf to condemn them, is no necessary 

indictment of their phlt,

curchlandb suggest ion that Camus is criticisn^ the 

rcnermp>rary inordinate preoccupation Wth the gdlt of 

society and of the intellectual in the same way as he was 

before seen to defend intelligence and intel^l^f^t^i^i^gliSm, is 

partially true and indicative of Camis's use of ambbfgrty, 

■urrWand says, ”in The Fall he could be satirising the 

?cibld.. pp. 13-11s
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whole notion of guilt and be protesting at Its being used as 

■ weapon for enslaving men and deadening their creative power 
for self-transcendence. This is born out by Ca-ua’s own 

words, "fany modern writers and among them the atheist 

existentialists, have denied the existence of God; but they 

have kept the notion of original sin. People have Insisted 

too much on the Innocence of creation, now they want to 

crush us with the feeling of our own gullt."^? Thody too, 

cites Camus’s assertion that he was primarily satirising 

the attempt of certain intellectuals to force the committment 

of middle class people to communism by emphasising the guilt 

of their bourgeois society. This, however, in the end Is 

a side-issue, Included In Camus’s depiction of a universal 
social guilt.

The ambiguity of attitude is deliberate on Camus’s 

part. It Is present even when, and perhaps especially when, 

he is apparently being most bitter, most dogmatic and most 

prejudiced, as in, for Instance, his further social 

generalisation,

^•3. C. I lurchland, C.S.C. "Albert Camus i The Dark 
Night Before the Coming of Grace?" Cams. A Collection of 
Critical ssavs. p. 61.

^2Canus quoted by P. Thody, Albert Cans. 1911-1960. 
p. 17**.

^IMd.. p. 171*.
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’It always seemed to me that our fellow citizens 

had two passions, ideas and fornication. - - still 

let us take care not to com<’emn them; they are not the 

only ones for all uropc is in the same boat ...

This shows the different levels on which Camus is working 

simultaneously. e is satirising the modern Intellectual 

and criticising his tendency toward a constant definition 

of himself and man in general, At the sa^.e time.he is pointing 

out men’s eommon suffering and humanity, and over all, is 

treating both attitudes ironically in 30 far as they are 

given an extra dimension In being expressed by Clarence. 

Camus’s treatment of war is very similar. The emphasis itself 

becomes a criticism of the expression of bitterness and horror 

in his story of the woman’s choice between her two sons 

for instance, or again, in rla^ence*s words, T live in the 

Jewish quarter or what was called so until our Tltlerlan 

brethren made roo”1. '•’hat a cleanup^ Seventy five thousand 

Jews deported or assassinated; ... I adolre their diligence, 

that methodical patierccl ... ’fere It did wonders incontrovert- 

ibly and I am living on the site of one of the greatest crimes 

in history". ✓ dven here the word ''brethron" Is deliberately

^The Tall, p. 6.

^Tbid.. p. 11.
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introduced, significant of Camus’s implicating not only one 

■action of society, but men in general. The same Intelligence 

is c aracterlstlc of his Letters to a German ^rlend. a 

consciousness of common guilt and suffering. He deliberately 

objectifies t e situation, moreover, by his story, immediately 

• e passage quoted above, of the idealistic human!tarlan
disemboweled by the military, by removing the situation to a 

hypothetical one, that at the same time emphasises it even 

more clearly. Camus has asserted his determination as an 

artist 'never to sit on a judge’s bench", ° a determination 

remarkably difficult to fulfill in The Fall, yet accomplished 

successfully in this, and other cases in the novel by methods 

such as these. It can be seen that his treatment of these 

social themes is both far more compact and more detailed than 

Golding’s in Free Fall. He has succeeded in showing more 

different aspects and levels of guilt than Golding and, in a 

sense, in this greater complexity, more ambiguity, yet the 

impression of guilt is far stronger than anything Golding 

achieves. Golding depicts a somewhat bewildered guilt, lost 

in the complexity of motives and moral and Intellectual 

equivocation. Camus shows the same equivocation as for 

Instance in his description of Clamence’s action in the prison

?6Canus, "The Artist and his Time" ,he 'vth of Sisyphus 
and ether Assays, p. l'+7.
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camp, ■ ■ T drank the water ... Whle convincing mrsslf that 

the others needed m far more than this other fellow Who was 

going to die anyway and that i had a duty to keep m^slf 
alive for them■ ■ but*  too, in this case he leaves no doubt 

of Cadence's gUit. Tn Fae Fall. Samar's activities in the 

communst party, with the same mcTal equivocation, are condemn

ed but the condemnation is half retracted, an illustration 

of Gindin's statement that Golding "softens and hedges 
concerning man's gUit".^

^^The nai. p. 127.

Sonnes Gindin, Post war ■iritish Fiction, p. 20*t.

A great part of the difference between the two 

novelets’ treatment of the them of gUlt lies in their 

approach to the hero, and is, to some extent, a fictional 

question. The suppeficial simliarities are striking. Booth 

authors trace the different stages of the hero's life, show

ing his gUlt at each stage, reinforced by his committing a 

crime that finally emphasses to his noora. inadequacy

and gUlt. Superf-dally too, there are obvious siiiiai,ttins 

between the natures of the two characters and consequently 

in the nature of-their gUit, that of egoism, selfishness, 

an iMbblity to admit any selfk!ni(wledgn and the pro&ict of 

all these, a lack of any sense of rnsporsSiiilty.
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3oth authors have made what constitutes an extensive 

examination of the nature of selfishness which again is similar 

in all its particulars. Clarence’s "I enjoyed my own nature 

to *-he  fullest and we all know that there lies happiness, 

although to soothe one another mutually, we occas ionally 

pretend to condemn such joys as selfishness"^ i8 the same 

as Sammy’s ’’Why should not Sammy’s good be what Sammy 

decides’™ and his purely opportunist ethic. Both arc 

represented as being in some way outstanding in comparison 

with their fellows. There is for Instance, Clarence’s 

description of himself as a kind of superman, ’A man at the 

height of his powers ... Life, its creatures and its gifts, 

offered themselves to me ... To toll the truth just from 

being so fully and simply a nan, I looked upon myself as 
something of a superman"^ or again, ”1 felt somehow that that 

happiness was authorised by some higher decreeis, in 

essentials much the sane as Sammy’s awareness of his own 

power. Both heroes, immediately before their final decisive 

choice that is the ultimate mark of their guilt, are

Fall. p. 20. _
^Free Fall., p. 226.

61The Fall, p. 28.

6?Ibld.. p. 29.
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represented as experiencing an inordinate and exceptional 

sense of powe and harmony*  Claience»i ”1 felt rising within 

me a vast feeling of power and - i don»t know how to express 
it • of completion 1 ‘ - 3 ig closely echoed by Sarny's 

description of his experience imrmddately before his decision 
to berime vverythlng for Bestttlc.^ This of

competion is represented not as harmony but as seli-sttls- 

faction and vanity but also as irlis in that in both crses 

the main aspect of the heroes’ islilLshasii lies in their 
piraastic reliance on others.

The inordinate concern of both of them Wth the 

question of freedom is ironic in that both are shown to have 

compltely wisconcvlevd its nature. As Sammy constantly 

laments his 103s of freedom, Clarence desperately v'mPhriiVi 

the supposed existence of his, "i lived with impu^iby, i was 
concvtnvd with no jsddsvnt'’atnd again, "The judges punished 

and the defendants expiated, whhle i, free of any duty, 

shielded from judgement as from pornaLty, i freely held sway 
b’thfcd ’ l^ht rs of Eide’.^ polnt of their delibsrtts

noi^:imlli^i^1tion is stressed, "i had always been aided by an 

extraordinary -ability to forget. ... Fluadatinaaaly nothing 

mrtered. War, suicide, love, povrty got my attention • ••

^^The nr.!, p. 39.

Fall. Ciapt. 1?, p. ?3«.
6?Tha fqh. p. 25

66Ibld.. p. ?7.
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but a courteous, superficial attention ... Verythlng slid 
off, yes just rolled off me”67 Sammy’s implication in his 

various ’systems' is of a similar convenient and personal 

nature. However^the falsity of Cla'ence’s, " hen I was 

concerr >d with others, I was so out of pure condescension, 

in utter freedom. ’’H is proved by his, "It was not love or 

generosity that awakened me when I was in danger of being 

forsaken, but merely the desire to bo loved and to receive 
what in my opinion was due to me”69 His life throughout, like 

Sammy’s in Free .Fall, is shown as being a succession of relat

ionships all Intensely necessary to the establishment of his 

own Identity, all intrinsically selfish, as Gindin describes 

Sammy’s guilt, "The willingness to sacrifice everything to 

achieve hie alm is an indication of human pride and egoism, 

the conscious human impulse to abandon concern for others, 

freedom of action, salvation itself, for the satisfaction 

of one’s own end"70

This brief analysis serves to show the similarity, 

up to a point of the two authors’ basic argument concerning 

the question of guilt. However, the difference of impact is 

^7Ibld.. p. >f9.

6gIbld.. p. W.

6?Ibld.. p. 66.

^3, Gindin, Postwar British Fiction, p. 203.
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^^slderabl^ Tn rree Fall Summy Us presented as a ^ncrote 

character so that in one way his guit and his realisation 

of his crime is the more forceful. da"^^ in The ml is 

rarer more than a collection of multiple and superimposed 

attitudes. Same's crime as regards Bearice is presented 

as an actual, credible and realistic one; Clarence's is, 

considered on this level, a somewhat token crime, just as 

Meursaut's murder of the Arab in h h . Qjslder is there for 
the convenience of the argument?1 Peyre whites of 

Clarence-,

"The hero of '^e. .FU! is an ernbbttered sarcastic 
nlhHlst, a garrulous talker mmrging his own giui't 
in the gdlt which he instillls in all those whom 
he forces to listen to him ... Aifor Tarrou and 
RieuXf the of the lofty ethics which
did w-thout God so that nothing be vanished from 
man's prerogatives, those ideaHsts dreaming of saints 
w^'tho^it God and pure o^ all expectation of any 
reward, Cadence strikes us as a totally desperate 
and sneering cync,'<"

This seems totally wrong in that Peyre is talcing the hero 

o^ The Fall on a pturely fictional level. Cadence is an aid 

to Camis's own objectivity, partly, but only partly, ar aid 

for depicting the question of gunt on a personal, indlvid^l 

level. He is by no means entirely concrete. Pis title of

tThe difference between the gilt of and
Clarence might be noticed, and how Clarence's gilt is a more 
commlex development of ^1eurs&lrt's.

7?'Ienri "Camus the pagan" in Cn^s. A Ccolec1t-
ion of critical Jasays. p. 6P.
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"Judge-penitert Is significently indicative of his multiple 

function. For| although In his personal capacity, he is 

condemned, he is also so presented in such a way that the 

reader in his turn is condemned for condemning him. It 

hero’ cs virtually a trap for the render who Is found guilty 

any way, In much the same way as Kafka’s K. Is guilty or 

Koestler’s hero in the passage already quoted^ guilty id th 

Clarence In that he Is Identified with him, and in condemning 

him condemns himself and also guilty In the presumption of 

his judgement. For as Camus has been seen to satirise the 

condemnation of the Intellectual, the awareness of guilt 

itself, so both these things are bound up in his conscious

ness of the generally dubious and Inescapably corrupt nature 

of judgement Itself. Clamence says, "The moment I grasped 

there was something to judge in me, I realised that there was 
In them an irresistible vocation for Judgement.’71*- Partly 

Clarence’s disclaiming of any participation in the whole 
business of Justice quoted previously'^ Is expressive of 

Camus’s own doubts. It Is a subtle distinction on Camus’s 

part which yet shows the honesty of his thought. His 

unquestioning acceptance of the Importance of the ideal of 

Justice has been seen, but this in Itself makes somewhat

T^See note U.
^Thc Faile p. 78.

75see note 66.
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dubious the idea of judgement, which, In his humanist ethic 

must be fallible and ambiguous. The extreme concentration of 

these different attitudes which arc expressed through Clamence 

with the consequent ironic implications, can be seen, 

"•Covered with ashes, tearing my hair, my face scored 
V” clawing, but with piercing eyes, I stand before all 
humanity recapitulating my own disgrace without losing 
sight of the effect I am producing, and saying, "I 
was the lowest of the low" Then, imperceptibly I nass 
from the "I" to the "We", When I get to the "This" is 
what we are", the game Is over and I can tell them 
all about themselves. 1 am Just like them of courset 
we’re all tarred with the same brush. However I have a 
superiority in that I know it and this gives me the 
right to speak. You see the advantage, I am sure.
The more I accuse myself, the more I have the right to 
judge you. Fven better I make you judge yourself, 
whlch.makes it that much less necessary for me to do 
it."7^

It is apparent how infinitely more complex a function Clamence 

has than is given to Sammy in Free Fall* Yet Peyrebemphatic 

denunciation of clamence Is understandable in respect of the 

exceptionally forceful impression he makes. This comes, I 

think, from Camus’s highly successful Involvement of the 

reader, not from Clamence himself as a character. However, 

it is interesting to note the somewhat paradoxical fact that 

in Free Fall* Sammy, presented as a concrete character, makes 

a final Impression of a somewhat generalised and ambiguous 

ratiocination, while Camus’s hero, intended primarily as an 

argument and not a character, does indubitably make such a 

76?he Fall, p. 1UO.
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forceful and in this sense, personal Impresslcm.

The double framework of both authors has been metloned, 

a human within a superhuman one and it remains to consider 

this last*  By its use both authors have more clearly 

emphalsed their theme of gUlt and justice and have perhaps 

predictably chosen the metaphor of the Fall. it is closely 

sustained throughout both no/els, used as one o^ the main 

fictional supports of the irguiment. Golding describes 

Sammy as living on 'Paradise Hiil’ in Rotten Row", a deliberate 

and sy^boic discrepancy; he describes Sammy and Johnny in 

an innocent "Garden of Eden"; Sammy is tempted, the two 

•Kingdoms* contrasted, "i have taken you up to a pinnacle of 

the temple and show you the Whole earth. "77 and "... the 

continent a man, the peninsULas, capes, deep bays,

jungles and grasslands, the deserts, the lakes, the iorutaits 

and high hills! How shall i be rid of the Kingdom, how 
shall i give it awiy?"7£, the human Kingdom with its 

resportliillty contrasted with the iiiPicttiots of the 

Cristim one. There is too the deliberate likening of 

Mr. Carew and Hiss Manning to Adam and Sve, an instance where 

it seems Golding has dragged the imtaphor in forcibly Wth

^Frea Rai, p. 1*7.

p. 191.



his usual fault of over-emphasis. Finally there Is the 
ambiguous figure of Beatrice.

She has to be seen on several different levels and 

©ven then she remains to some extent incomprehensible. This 

is possibly a fault in Golding*3 fictional treatment, or on 

a purely symbolic level, her vaguely defined and even 

contradictory nature may simply be Golding’s attempt to show 

"Sammy’s incomplete and distorted vision, Incapable of under

standing what she represents. It seems that what she does 

stand for may be innocence, at least goodness. However it 

Is a different kind from that which Golding represents in 

Johnny, a deliberate contrast to Sammy in that he is guiltless, 

not proud in his self consciousness as Sammy is, but, in a 

sense, unconscious. Sammy says at one point, "I was Innocent 

of guilt, unconscious of Innocence, happy and unconscious of 

happiness. Perhaps consciousness and the guilt which Is 
unhappiness go together”^ This Is part again of Golding’s 

apparently almost instinctive distrust of ’consciousness’ 

with, to his mind, Its Inevitable and corrupting attributes 

of intelligence and knowledge as well as rationalisation, a

79Ibid.. p. 71.
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belief directly opposed to Camus’s,^ aprj*  obviously, a 

great part of the incompatibility he shows throughout the 

novel between science and belief. Sairny Is shown as attracted 

by and fully aware of Johnny’s natural goodness and generosity 

In much the same way as Clamence affirms, °I confess I am 

drawn by such creatures who are all of one piece’'^1 These 

characters are used by both Golding and Camus as an example 

of the nearest human approach to Innocence. In the character 

of Beatrice, however, Innocence is Inextricably related to 

guilt. She Is not seen except in relation to Sammy and 

always through his eyes. He is shown as loving her, realising 

her necessity to him: he says, ironically, "You are my 
sanity”^? yet also as failing, so far removed is his human 

guilt from her symbolic Innocence, to achieve any understand

ing or communication with her. Ills inability to comprehend 

and his distance are emphasised by his ”'’hat is it like to 

be you?r’®3 Her passiveness is constantly emphasised as if 

Sammy must make what he will of the situation, Golding there

by Increasing his responsibility and his guilt. Furthermore, 

Golding postulates that by her very innocence, Sammy’s guilt

note 
plThe Fall, p. 
P2Freo -Fall, p. 116. 

F3Ibld.. p. 103.
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is irretrievable. samsy says, "'.ho but the injured can
an ^jwry'.?1"^ or rgaln, "An i^ tQ tto lrnocent 

cannot be forgiven bvctsiv the innocent cannot forgive ... 

the act is as if it had never been. 8ut how can the innocent 

understand ttet?"^ Hv shows Sammy as t^rnj^ed logl.crlly 

by his guUt rs Cltiencv is trapped in the circles of HsSI. 

Had Golding mirnttlnvd Beerrice's almost 1X1^0^^., certainly 

symmbOic aspect nore clearly uaio^iPlcatvd, she m_i^]^1t htev 

Hsvi a more satisfactory figure. On a human level, howevvr, 

BerTice is the ctsiv of Sam^mr's ’frll’ and has too, her own 

selfishness. This is perhaps only as she is svs’ through 

Sammy's isli-Gxteaurtlas eyes but it seems nevertheless 

unfortunate that, since she forms a mr!’ part of GoOdlng's 

trgum^nt in . Fall her position should Hv so vague and

ambiguous.

This framework should provide a scrle of aoa-»lulita 

erlsei against which the giUt of GoOdlng's social and 

personal sehieme as he depicts it in the novel, should He 

ivtl^s•ed. Up to a point it does htev this effect. Hynes 

srys, ’’Golding accepts certain traditicatl ideas about man and 

his place in the world ... that it may rlproolratsly concern 

itself with meaphyslcs and wLth mooras. Kot all of these

^Tbld.. p. %

p?Ii>id. p. 75.
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ideas are current now ... and consequently Gooding's work mayr 

seem, in the context of his time, more didactic and morHsing 
than ln fact it ts.” . This clear cut scheme is usuaLly 

the mot striking feature and ma or fictional asset o^ the 

novels, in Free Fall howevr, Gooding's juxtaposition o^ the 

two schemes of thought, one traditional and the other 

contemporary, has resulted only in both a m^^a^l and fictional 

ambblgr.tye The bewildered, generally disconnected and 

spasmodic effect of the novel is lartlrrLlrly marked by 

rompll•iton with the concerirated integration of The Ftai. 

F^^rt^h^e^rm^:^ Golding has throughout the novel worked on a 

scheme, a rOTnrclllni mtaphor witch he does setup as providing 

sone valid reference, only to give the impassion o^ 

ultimately avoiding the issues, a moord. equivocation. in a 

novel wiere two schemes are so clearly weighed against each 

other throrghcolt, GGoding's compromise seems certainly, from 

a fictional point o^ view, a mistake. He is perhaps 

attempting to be intellectually honest even possibly objective 

in the same way as Cams, yet the novel still remains 

unsatisfactory on any level.

Camis's use o^ the same mtaphor of the Fall is far 

less a"^bg^<o^!s. it is used on a purely humn b^s^ls and his

^3, Hn*®f  h amB Vieira, p. 6
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’se o a Christian metaphor is as objective as the rest of 

the novel. Consequently this metaphor can be employed for 

emphasis and association and,while the moral Implication is 

an Inevitable part of this association,it is not tho final 

and controlling moral scheme that Golding sets up. Camus 

makes full fictional use of Clamence’s preference for heights 

and summits, ”At every hour of the day, ... I would scale the 

heights and light conspicuous fires ... T was ... somewhere 
in the flies like those gods that are brought down by 

machinery from time to time to transfigure the action and 

give It Its meaning. The simultaneous use of Christian, 

and of classical metaphor with its Implied association of 

the classical sin of hubris can be seen here. Clamenco’s 

•fall’ Is a classical as well as Christian one, reinforced 

particularly by the use of Christian Imagery in Clamence’s 

existence within the circles of Hell. Like Golding too, 

Canns makes considerable use of the Idea of paradise with 

its association of Innocence. He describes a kind of false 

paradise as a device for emphasising rlamence’s guilt, "I 

freely held sway bathed in a light as of ’3den... Indeed 

wasn’t that Eden, no intermediary between life and

p. ??•
^IMd.. p. 27.
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fyit this again Is contrasted with a genuine, If unattainable 

and unfulfilled paradise In his description of the doves
Co

above the city. z ?he whole theme of guilt and justice comes 

to a climax In his description of the painting of the ’Just 

Judges’ and his representation of niamence’s vision of the 

Last Judgement. Clamence’s account of his reasons for his 

theft of the painting sums up Camus’s main points regarding 

the nature of guilt and the misuse of justice,

?irst. because it belongs not to me but to the proprietor 
^gxlco Citv. who deserves It as much as the Archbishop 

of Ghent.Secondly because ... no one could distinguish 
the copy from the original and hence no one is wronged 
by my misconduct. Thirdly because in this way I dominate. 
False judges are held up to the world’s admiration and 
I alone knew the true ones. Fourth, because I thus 
have a chance of being sent to prison, an attractive 
idea in a way. Fifth because those judges are on their 
way to meet the Lamb, because there is no more Lamb or 
innocence, and because the rascal who stole the panel 
was the instrurient of the unknown justice that one ought 
not to thwart. Finally, because this way everything is 
in harmony - Justice being definitively separated from 
innocence - the latter on the cross and the former in 
the cupboard."90

The horror of Clamence’s description of the Last Judgement 

forms the final climax of the whole framework, a complement 

to Clamence’s "The question is to elude judgement. Punishment 

r9Tbld.. p.' ?3.

90lbld.. p. 76.
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without judgement is bearable ... It Is a ratter of dodging 

judgemeet, of avoiding being for ever judged without ever 
having a sentence pronouncce!. "91

Ooibrovsky clams that despite the constant repetition 
of terms such as 'gUt', 'justice*,  'punishment*  and 

•judgemen' these terns are never really satisfactorily 
tofirad.92 They flire,however, it seems in The Fall very 

thoroughly defined, but there is, deliberately, on Camis's 

part, no conclusion. rullliot points out howler the 

necessity of ambifgiity in The Ff.ll. "Amblguuty weighs on men 

as on things. Ml men claim they are innocent, but they all 
yield to the irresistible urge to judge"93 The Fall is a 

highly successful practical illustration of human diullcity. 

It is notable that both novelets come to the same conclusion. 

There is Gooding's "We are neither the dnnocentnor the 

_ . vueked. We are the already mentioned and Calais's

%’e cannot assert the innocence of anyone, Whreas wo can 
state with certainty the giHt of Hl".91 However the final 

confused impassion of 1ree Fall contrasted with, in spite of

^bid.. p. 76. ■

’"serge Doibrovsky "The "thlcs of Allbjrt earns " In 
Cams. A Collection of critical "ssays. p. 83.

1Rog<sr dlliot, "An AcMcuous Woold" in Cams. A 
Collection of\critlcalEssays. p. 160.

9?tFree "nil. p. ?51.

9?The Fall, p. 110.
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its deliberate ambiguity, the clarity and forcefulness of 

The Fall points to what considering the other novels already 

discussed, emerge as the two major differences between the 

two nooeeists. Camu's approach has been seen to be 

conssstently one of logical argument, based on an appeal to 

reason and intelligence. Gooding's starts from a postulation 

of absolutes and a basic mistrust of human 'reason' and 

'intelligence'. Camus expresses his themes most successfully 

by argumenn, Golding by images. The compaaaUve failure of 

the two nOTvllsts, Camus in The O^sider and GGlding in Free 

FaH* can be seen when these techniques become confused. It 

is apparent that, seen separately Camus and Golding tend to 

present different sides of the same question, but, together, 

complement each other to produce one of the nost compete 

and least negative, examinations of contemporary preoccupations.
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